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Abstract

The notion of data quality cannot be separated from the context in which the data is pro

duced or used. Recently, a conceptual framework for capturing context-dependent data 

quality assessment has been proposed.

According to it, the quality of a database D  is assessed with respect to a context which 

is modeled as an external system containing additional data, metadata, and definitions of 

quality predicates. The instance D  is ’put in context’ via schema mappings; and after 

contextual processing of the data, a class of alternative clean versions D' of D  is produced. 

The quality of D  is measured in terms of its distance to this class.

In this work we extend contexts for data quality assessment by including multidimen

sional data, which allows to analyze data from multiple perspectives and different degrees 

of granularity. It is possible to navigate through dimensional hierarchies in order to go for 

the data that is needed for quality assessment.

More precisely, we introduce contextual hierarchies as components of contexts for data 

quality assessment. The resulting contexts are later represented as ontologies written in 

description logic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A model of context for data quality assessment is proposed in [15] [16], with the goal of 

formalizing the empirical fact that data quality is context dependent. In that work a context 

<£ is represented as essentially a logical theory, into which a database D  under assessment 

can be mapped, for further processing and analysis. The instance D  is ’put in context’ via 

schema mappings; and after contextual processing of the data, a class of alternative clean 

versions D' of D  is produced. The quality of D is measured in terms of its distance to this 

class. Metrics or distance measures can be introduced [15] [16].

More specifically, the contextual theories used in [16] appear as a form of data inte

gration system, with additional (possibly partial) data, metadata, and definitions of quality 

predicates. The latter are used to extract quality data from those in the external dirty in

stance. In particular, the problem of doing clean query answering, i.e. of obtaining clean 

answers to queries posed to D  via the context €  was introduced and investigated.

An important element that was not included in those contexts is the one of data dimen

sion. And this is necessary, because data for data quality analysis are almost always of a 

dimensional or hierarchical nature. Furthermore, dimensions provide different perspectives 

or points of view from which data can be seen and analyzed.

In this work we enrich our context model by introducing dimensions and their associ

ated categories. The main purpose of this work is to convey the general ideas, problems,
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approach, and issues that appear when dimensions are introduced in combination with the 

other contextual elements mentioned above. For the same reason, we concentrate mainly 

on the introduction of dimensions, rather than on their use in data quality assessment.

To this end, we introduce in the context model an extension of the model for multidi

mensional databases (MDDBs), as represented in [37]. This model is extended with differ

ent kinds of relations associated to categories and dimensions (going beyond fact tables); 

and also with dimensional constraints.

Finally, following [15] [16], and in the spirit of having a context as a theory, we provide 

an ontological representation of the contexts as enriched with dimensions. We do this by 

using a description logic (DL) of the DL-Lite family [23], more specifically, DL-Lite 

[5]. The DL-Lite family provides a reasonable tradeoff between expressive power and 

complexity of query answering.

A context represented as an ontology will possibly admit several models in comparison 

to a context that is represented by a single relational database (ontologies are logical theo

ries accepting several structures that make them true). As a consequence, logical reasoning, 

for example for checking inconsistencies, deriving implied relations, inferring instances of 

relationships and concepts, etc., becomes a new issue. From this point of view, a con

text becomes a knowledge base containing explicit data, e.g. in relational tables, explicit 

metadata, including data semantics, and also general rules that can be used for extracting 

implicit information.

In the rest of the Chapter 1, we first present the notion of data quality. Then, we 

show how contexts (in particular the multidimensional contexts) can be used in assessing 

the quality of data. Later on in this chapter, we briefly demonstrate the ontological repre

sentation of contexts.
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1.1 Contexts for Data Quality Assessment

The quality of data is relative to their intended and interpreted use [38]. It is related to the 

possible differences between the actual stored values and the real values that were expected 

or supposed to be stored [16]. Furthermore, the notions of ’good’ and ’poor’ data quality 

are inseparable from the context in which the data is used or produced [16].

In this thesis, data quality (DQ) is addressed from these points of view, i.e. in relation 

to semantic discrepancy [38] (as opposed to misspellings, for example), and as determined 

by a formal context that enables data quality analysis.

Example 1.1. Tom is a patient in a hospital. Several times a day different medical tests are 

performed on him, and test values are recorded by a nurse. His doctor, John, wants to see 

Tom’s test values every day, to follow his evolution.

The data that John needs about Tom appear, among other, in the PatientValue relation in 

Table 1.1. John has additional quality concerns. He only wants to see, for all his patients, 

test results that are taken with instruments of the brand Bi. On Sep/5, for morning tests, 

the nurse Jane performed the test on Lou with an instrument of brand B2, and inserted it 

as the 6th tuple into the PatientValue relation.

Based on John’s quality concerns, this tu

ple should not appear in a quality relation, 

one that satisfies John’s requirements. How

ever, it does appear in the doctor’s view of 

data (which is Table 1.1). In this case, there 

is a difference between the value which is 

recorded and the real value which was ex

pected to be recorded (one measured with an 

instrument from the intended brand). This is 

an example of ’semantic discrepancy’ or ’se

mantically inaccurate data’ [10]. □

Table 1.1: PatientValue

Patient Value Time

Tom Waits 38.5 11:45/5/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.1 11:50/6/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 110/70 1 l:45/8/Sep/2011

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011
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The quality of data depends on the context [16]. In this work, we define a context for the 

quality assessment of a database instance D  of schema S  as a separate information system 

€. The latter may contain its own relational schema C, a possibly partial (incomplete) 

instance I  of C, additional predicates with definitions in £  that can be used for ZTs quality 

assessment, etc.

The schema C could be an extension of S , and I  an extension of D. In order to assess 

the quality of D, the latter has to be put in context via schema mappings between S  and 

C. Different cases and situations can be accommodated in this framework [16]. A quality 

database instance D', as an alternative to the instance D  at hand, could be a footprint 

of the contextual instance I  after some additional processing via quality predicates at the 

contextual level. Depending on how much D  departs from D ', we can assign to the data in 

D  a quality grade or measure. In other cases, instead of a single quality instance D ', we 

can obtain a whole class KL of quality instances, and D  has to be assessed on the basis of its 

distance to /C [16].

We can see that a context for data quality assessment can be conceived as a shared 

information space that is designed to serve a particular purpose [27].

Example 1.2. (example 1.1 cont.) We have a contextual relation Measurement (Table 1.2).

Measurement contains all the values of different tests that are performed on patients 

by using instruments of different brands at different times. From relation Measurement 

we obtain the values that are taken by instruments of brand Bj, satisfying the doctor’s 

requirement.
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Table 1.2: Measurement

Patient Value Hour Brand

Tom Waits 38.5 11:45/5/Sep/2011 Bi

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011 Bi

Tom Waits 38.1 11:50/6/Sep/2011 Bi

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011 Bi

Tom Waits 110/70 ll:45/8/Sep/2011 b 3

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011 b 2

The quality version of PatientValue rela

tion based on John’s condition is Table 1.3. 

This new instance is obtained via a select- 

project view on Measurement at the contex

tual level. The quality of Table 1.1 is as

sessed by comparing it with the extension of 

PatientValue ’ in Table 1.3 by using some ap

propriate distance measure [16]. □

The context £  could also contain additional metadata or general knowledge that can be 

used in data quality assessment.

Table 1.3: PatientValue’

Patient Value Time

Tom Waits 38.5 11:45/5/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.1 ll:50/6/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011

Example 1.3. (example 1.2 cont.) Let us assume that, instead of Table 1.2, we have the 

table PatientWard (Table 1.4). It contains all the patients and the wards they were staying
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on each day. Note that it does not explicitly contain information about the tests or the 

instruments used. However, the context has information about hospital guidelines:

Contextual Hospital Guideline 1: ’Medical tests on patients in ward Wx have to be 

performed by instruments of brand B x\

A contextual guideline like this can be used in different forms, e.g. as a hard rule, as a 

default rule, or as a semantic constraint at the contextual level.

If we had the contextual instance of Table
Table 1.4: PatientWard

1.2 with the detailed measurements, and as
Patient Date Ward suming that the contextual guideline is sat

Tom Waits 5/Sep/2011 Wi isfied, we can use the contextual relation

PatientWard in combination with the con
Tom Waits 6/Sep/2011 Wi

textual hospital guideline to conclude that
Tom Waits 7/Sep/2011 Wi all tests performed on Tom Waits between

Lou Reed 5/Sep/2011 w 2 5/Sep and 7/Sep, the dates in which he was

in Ward 1, were done with instruments of brand Bi. The quality version of PatientValue 

relation is again Table 1.3. □

The framework for data quality assessment proposed in [16] is depicted in Figure 1. It 

shows the relational schema S  with its predicates P i , P 2,..., P n . The instance D  of S  under 

quality assessment has extensions R i ( D ) , . . . ,  R n(D) for predicates. Context €  contains a 

contextual schema, C, including a set B  of built-in predicates, e.g. comparisons; and also a 

set, V  =  { P i , ..., Pk}, of contextual quality predicates (CQPs) with definitions over C.

The connection between the schemas in the framework is provided by schema mappings 

[12] , a ,, like those found in virtual data integration systems (VDISs) [13] [42] or data 

exchange [4]. Now, schema S ' is a copy of schema S ,  with relational predicates R [,...,R 'n. 

Their extensions are the ideal, quality instances for the P 's. Each of the P 's  is defined as



n
Quality Predicates

R i '

R„'

Figure 1: Data Quality Assessment Framework

a conjunctive view over the contextual schema, say Vx(af (x)  =  R'i(x)), where o f  is a 

conjunction of atomic formulas with predicates in C U V. These views are computed on 

top of contextual instances I  for schema C, that are related to D  in terms of contents by the 

mappings a t. In this way, D  is mapped into £, integrated into contextual instances / ,  and 

further qualified via the views R[, to obtain quality data [16].

1.2 Extending the Contextual Framework with Dimensions

In Example 1.2, the required data was explicitly stored in a relation that extends the ta

ble under assessment. However, in some other situations we may have to go outside a 

contextual table and navigate within the context, searching for the necessary data. This is 

particularly the case when the contextual data is of a multidimensional and hierarchical 

nature [19] [20]. See Section 2.3 for details.

Example 1.4. (example 1.2 cont.) John has a new quality requirement. He asks nurses 

to perform all the medical tests with instruments made by manufacturer Mx. Furthermore, 

there is a new contextual hospital guideline in place:

Contextual Hospital Guideline 2: ’Medical tests on patients in standard care unit has
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Care-Unit
standard term inal

Ward
w,w, w, w«

Nurse

CathySuzan

Table 1.4: PatientWard
Patient Date Ward

Tom Waits 5 Sep 2011 w,
Tom Waits 6 Sep 2011 w,
Tom Waits 7 Sep 2011 w,
Lou Reed 5 Sep 2011 w2

Figure 2: PatienWard to Location Mapping

to be taken with instruments made by manufacturer M ^.

The information explicitly provided by the contextual relation PatientWard (Table 1.4) 

is about the Ward category, but data about the Care Units, that could be used in combi

nation with Guideline 2, belongs to a higher or more general category, Care-Unit. This is 

illustrated in Figure 2.

In order to reach the relevant data, we
Table 1.5: PatientValue"

have to navigate through the hierarchy. In
Patient Value Hour this case, by rolling up from Ward to

Tom Waits 38.5 ll:45/5/Sep/2011 Care-Unit, we can identify the wards that

belong to standard care units, namely Wi
Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011

and W2. This allows us to build a qual
Tom Waits 38.1 ll:50/6/Sep/2011 ity version of the original instance, the one

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011 shown in Table 1.5. □

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011

Data in a contextual hierarchy are organized in categories that are (possibly partially) 

ordered according to the level of detail they provide. A contextual hierarchy provides 

information from one perspective according to different degrees of details.
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All-Location

Country

City

Hospital

Care-Unit

W ard

Nurse

Country

Ottawa

Hospital

standard

Ward
ws

Nurse

Suzan Juan M ary

(b ) Instance(a )  Schema

Figure 3: Location Dimension Schema and an Instance

By having several hierarchies in a context, we will have multiple perspectives for data 

analysis and quality assessment.

Example 1.5. The hierarchy in Figure 2 is a portion of the Location hierarchy (or di

mension) in Figure 3. The dimension schema in Figure 3a shows the categories and their 

relationships. Figure 3b shows a possible dimension instance for the Location; and a partial 

order relation between the elements of the categories. □

Dimensions can be made part of a context by embedding in it a multidimensional 

database. For this purpose we can use an extension of the Hurtado-Mendelzon (HM) data 

model for multidimensional databases (MDDBs) [37]. The HM data model for multidi

mensional databases (MDDBs) is described in details in Section 2.3.

As is common in DWHs and MDDBs, in general, we can have fact tables associated to 

the base categories. However, using a multidimensional model and a multidimensional 

database within a context serves purposes not traditionally found in data warehousing,
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Hospital

Care-Unit

Table 1.7. HospitalDescription
Hospital Type System

H, Teaching Public
h 2 Community Military

M anufacturer

standard '  } (  intensive ^  te rrninal ffft*

WardIV  U I U  ---------- ............. ... .........

Table 1.6. UnilMarmf
> ' Care-Unit Manufacturer Origin

standard M-l Ca
intensive M-2 -

Brand

Figure 4: Attributive Relation HospitalDescription to Location Mapping and Categorial 

Relation UnitManuf to Location and Instrument Mappings

OLAP, or data analytics. We can, for example, extend the HM model with additional tables 

associated to the different level of the hierarchies or to categories other than base categories 

(to which the fact tables are usually associated).

Example 1.6. (example 1.4 cont.) In Figure 4, we have two kinds of tables associated 

to categories. Relation HospitalDescription (Table 1.7) is connected only to the Hospi

tal category, providing descriptions for the elements of the category. In contrast, relation 

UnitManuf (Table 1.6) represents the Guideline 2 and contains attributes connecting two 

categories, Care-Unit and Manufacturer, in different dimensions, say Location and Instru

ment. It contains an extra, non-dimensional attribute Origin.

A table like UnitManuf can be used in combination with dimensional navigation to 

obtain the required data; in this case about the instrument used with the patients of a given 

care unit. Notice that the table might be incomplete: not all care units or manufactures are 

necessarily related. □

In more general terms, we extend the multidimensional model (MDM) with categori

cal relations (e.g. relation UnitManuf (Table 1.6)) and attributive relations (e.g. relation 

HospitalDescription (Table 1.7)), both connected to categories of dimension hierarchies.
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See Chapter 3 for the full discussion.

Introducing the extended MDM in the context brings up the many other sensible ele

ments to be considered, in particular, intradimensional and interdimensional constraints. 

These constraints restrict combinations of values in the relations associated to the different 

level of the hierarchies, or pair of them. As an example a constraint for specifying the com- 

monsense assumption that no single measurement can be taken by more than one nurse. 

These constraints are introduced in Chapter 3.

In this section we have motivated how contexts can be enriched by the introduction of 

multidimensional models. The basis can be a model for MDDBs, like the one in [37]. How

ever, it can be extended with additional data associated to category elements. On the other 

side, a given contextual relation can be linked to one or several dimension instances. Nav

igation through them allows us to find explicit additional information or implicit informa

tion, like the one provided by contextual guidelines, as rules in the contextual framework. 

Navigation is a process that could be realized with the machinery developed in [43] [44], 

that is an extension of relational algebra, denoted as Contextual Relational Algebra (CRA), 

for querying data at different levels of details.

1.3 Ontological Representation of Contextual Dimensions

A context could be a whole ontology, i.e. a knowledge base, containing explicit data, e.g. 

in relational tables, explicit metadata, including data semantics, and also general rules that 

can be used for extracting implicit information. This would be the case, for example, of 

the contextual hospital guidelines of the previous sections. An ontology would allow us to 

extract and analyze information via some sort of logical reasoning.

Ontologies are written in different languages such as OWL [46], DL [8], etc. In this 

thesis, with the motivation of having a full-fledged ontology as a contextual framework for 

data quality assessment [16], we will show how the dimensions (and their extensions) can
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be expressed as a part of an ontology in a description logic (DL).

In DL there is knowledge both at the intentional level, in a terminological TBox, T , 

and at the extensional level, in an assertional ABox, A . The TBox describes the vocabulary 

of an application domain, while the ABox consists of the assertions about named individ

uals in terms of this vocabulary. The vocabulary consists of concepts and roles. Concepts 

are unary predicates, which denote sets of individuals. Roles are binary predicates, which 

denote binary relationships between individuals. Concepts and roles can be atomic or com

plex. See Section 2.5.1 for details.

In this thesis, we sketch a DL-based representation of the extended MDM in one of 

the members of DL-Lite family [23]. In general, DL-Lite and its extensions have a good 

balance of expressive power and good computational properties; and have found interesting 

applications in data management and semantic web [24].

In Chapter 4 we show how the contextual relational schema and the contextual di

mension schemas become part of a TBox T . In addition, we show how the instances of 

contextual dimensions, categorical and attributive relations are mapped to the correspond

ing constructs in T  (concepts and roles). In Chapter 5, we discuss about the ontological 

representation of the semantic constraints over the extended HM model.

1.4 Problem Statement and Contributions

The goal of this research is to motivate, formalize and investigate the notion of data quality 

assessment. We believe that data quality assessment is a context dependent activity. The 

key features of our research are the following:

1. We introduce multidimensional data as a part of the context. This allows to analyze 

data from multiple perspectives and different degrees of details. It is possible to nav

igate through dimensional hierarchies in order to go for the data that is needed for



quality assessment. In addition, we extend the HM data model with two new rela

tions, categorical relations and attributive relations. They are associated to different 

levels of the hierarchies or to categories other than base categories. We also show the 

relevance of introducing and having intra- and interdimensional semantic constrains. 

They restrict certain combinations of related values that may appear in (or are asso

ciated to) different categories in a dimension, or pair of them. The extended MDM 

is embedded into the context after reconstructing the context as a DL ontology [8].

2. We illustrate an ontological representation of the contexts as enriched with dimen

sions. An ontology provides us with the capability of performing different kinds 

of logical reasoning for extracting and analyzing information. An ontology offers 

language components and constructs for representing knowledge about a domain of 

interest. More concretely, we represent contexts as ontologies written in a description 

logic of the DL-Lite family [23], actually, D L - L i t e [5]- In the spirit of having 

a full-fledge ontology as a contextual framework for data quality assessment [16], 

we show how the extended MDM can be expressed as a part of an ontology in DL- 

Lite{nN)+LXie Horn '

This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we review technical preliminaries. In 

Chapter 3, we show how contexts can be enhanced by introducing contextual dimensions. 

In Chapter 3, we extend the HM model with two types of the contextual relations which 

are connected to the different levels of the contextual dimensions, namely ’categorical re

lations’ and ’attributive relations’. We also introduce the semantic constraints over these 

relations.

In Chapter 4, we describe the translation of the contextual dimensions into a suitable 

description logic theory. Chapter 5 shows how to represent semantic constraints over the 

extended HM model in the DL ontology. Chapter 6 shows an experiment on how the pro

posed ontological representation of the context is used for obtaining the quality instances.
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In Chapter 7 we draw conclusions and discuss future works.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Databases and Integrity Constraints

In the context of relational databases, we assume that we have a fixed relational schema £  =  

(iU , 1Z, B), where U is the possibly infinite database domain, 71 is a fixed set of database 

predicates 7Z = {Ri ,  R 2, R 3 , . . .} , where each relation R  has a finite, ordered set of 

attributes A h ', and B  is a fixed set of built-in predicates, like comparison predicates, e.g.: > 

denotes the attribute in position i of predicate R e T Z .  The schema determines 

a language £ (£ )  of first-order predicate logic. A database instance D  compatible with 

£  can be seen as a finite collection of ground atoms (or tuples) of the form R (c i , ..., cn), 

where R  is a predicate in 7Z and the c i , ..., cn are constants in U.  Built-in predicates have a 

fixed extension in every database instance.

2.1.1 Integrity Constraints

Integrity constraints (ICs) have been considered in the relational databases for adding se

mantics, and ensuring accuracy and consistency of data.

Integrity constraints are closed first-order formulas (i.e. sentences) of the language 

£ (£ ) . We assume that sets of integrity constraints ICs are logically consistent as sets of 

sentences of £ (£ ) . In Chapter 3, we use the following classes of integrity constraints:

15
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Definition 1. If X\ , . . . ,  x n represents tuples of variables and constants, and B  E B, a 

denial integrity constraint [17] is a sentence in £ (£ )  of the form:

The interdimensional constraint in Example 3.6 is an example of denial integrity con

straint.

Definition 2. A referential integrity constraint [17] is a sentence in £ (£ )  of the form:

\ / x(P(x)  —> 3zQ(x,  z)

The intradimensional constraint in Example 3.8 is an example of referential integrity 

constraint.

2.1.2 Queries

A query is a first-order formula over the language L (£). We restrict ourselves to the class 

of conjunctive queries.

Definition 3. A conjunctive query Q (x ) (CQ) is of the form:

where Ri e  R, ip is a conjunction of built-ins whose variables appear in the /?,s, and

n

□

where P, Q e  1Z. □

n

B y ( / \ R i ( x i , y i )  Atp),

x  —  U i  x i which are the free variables of the query. □

2.2 The Data Quality Assessment Framework

A framework for assessing the quality of data is proposed in [16]. As illustrated in Figure 

1, the framework consists of a relational schema S  which contains relational predicates
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Ri ,  R 2, R n G S . An instance D  of the schema S  with extensions Ri ( D)  for Ri ,  

Rn(D) for Rn is under quality assessment. D  is put into a context £  (including built-ins) 

via some mappings (the a , in Figure 1). The data in D's image in £  are combined with 

additional information existing in £. This additional information can be local data at £, 

definitions of quality predicates and additional semantic constraints.

The participating schemas are related by schema mappings [12] like those in data ex

change [4] or virtual data integration systems (VDIS)s [13] [42], A common form of 

association, or mapping, is of the form Vx(S(x) -» (po(x)), where S' is a relational pred

icate of a data source and Pg{%) is a conjunctive query over a global relational schema 

G. These association can be found in local- as-view (LAV) VDISs with open (or sound) 

sources. Another common form of association is of the form \/x(p's(x) —>• G(x)), found 

in global-as-view (GAV) VDISs with open sources, where ^ r ( x )  is a conjunctive query 

over the union R  of the relational schemas at the sources, and G is a global relational pred

icate. In global-and-local-as-view (GLAV) VDISs with open sources, we find associations 

between views (or queries), of the form \/x(v;R(x) —> <pG(x)).

In particular, the data source under quality assessment D  may be mapped into the con

textual schema C. A common form of mapping is:

a R : Vx(R(x) -»• <pc(x)), (1)

where R € S  and <pc (x) is a conjunctive query over schema C.

Example 2.1. Assume the relation PatientValue (Table 1.1) is under quality assessment 

and the relation Measurement (Table 1.2) is a contextual relation. Based on (1), a mapping 

between the PatientValue schema and the Measurement schema is defined as:

VpVvVt(PatientValue(p,v,t) —>• M easurem ent(p ,v ,t,b ))

In the data quality assessment framework in Figure 1, the schema S ' is a copy of the
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schema <S with relational predicates R [ , . . . ,  R'n. Each of the R\ is a quality version of the 

Ri in the schema S .

In addition to the contextual schema C, we may have a set V  of contextual quality 

predicates (CQP)s with definitions inside C. CQPs could be defined entirely in terms of 

(or as views over) schema C. However, we keep them separate to emphasize their role 

in expressing data quality concerns. We obtain a combined contextual schema C U V . 

Typically, each P G V  is defined as a conjunctive view:

P (x) <- 7c (x), (2)

in terms of elements in C (and possibly built-in predicates). Each CQP stands for an atomic 

quality requirement requested by a data consumer or met by a data producer. Defining 

CQPs over context, restricts the admissible values for certain attributes in tuples.

Example 2.2. Assume in addition to the contextual relation Measurement, also the context 

C contains the following contextual relations:

Table 2.1: Assign

Nurse Hour Patient

Suzan 11:45/5/Sep/2011 Tom Waits

Cathy 12:10 /5 /S ep /2011 Tom Waits

Suzan 11:50/6/Sep/2011 Tom Waits

Cathy 12:15/7 /S ep /2011 Tom Waits

Suzan ll:45 /8 /S ep /2011 Tom Waits

Jane 12:10/5/Sep/2011 Lou Reed

Table 2.2: Registration

Nurse Registration

Suzan 2000

Cathy 1997

Mary 2003
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John - doctor - in Example 1.1 wants to see only test results that are taken by a registered 

nurse. Based on (2), a quality predicate Registered is defined over the contextual relations 

Assign and Registration as:

Registered(t,p) 4— A ssign(n ,t,p ), Registration(n,r)
□

The quality extension of predicate R  e  S  is obtained as the extension of a new predicate 

Rip through the following mapping:

o f  '■ Vx{X-c'v {x) -> R!p(x)), (3)

where wCJ> is a conjunctive query over schema C U V . Notice that C contains schema S'.

A  special and common case corresponds to definitions via conjunctive views of the 

form:

o f f  : Rlp{x) 4 -  f R(xi), <Pn(x2),  (4)

where x2, and <pcR{x\) is a conjunction of atomic formulas with predicates in C

and P r{x 2) is a conjunction of atomic formulas with predicates in V .

Example 2.3. (example 2.2 cont.) The quality instance for John quality concerns are 

obtained based on (4) (Table 2.3) through the following mapping:

PatientValue1(p ,v ,t)  4— M easurem ent(p ,v,t,b), Registered(t,p)
□

The different data sources, including the original D and any at the context level, the def

initions of the quality predicates in terms of elements in C, the schema mappings and view 

definitions, etc., determine a collection I  of admissible contextual instances (ACI)s for the

contextual schema C, as it is the case in virtual data integration and peer data exchange

systems.
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Table 2.3: PatientValue

Patient Value Time

Tom Waits 38.5 ll:45 /5 /S ep /2011

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5 /Sep /2011

Tom Waits 38.1 ll:50 /6 /Sep /2011

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7 /S ep /2011

Tom Waits 110/70 11:45/8/Sep/2011

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011

For each ACI I  € J ,  by applying the mapping such as (3), we obtain (possibly vir

tual) extensions Rlp(I) for the predicates R  G S . Notice that the collections of predicate 

extensions R!p(I)s can be seen as a quality instance D'v (I) for the original schema S.

The quality of R (D ) in instance D is assessed through its ’distance’ to R!v (\)\ and 

the quality of D  in terms of an aggregated distance to D'v (I). By distance, we mean the 

numerical distance | R(D) A  Rip{I) | of the symmetric difference between the two R- 

instances. And for the whole instance, e.g. the quality measure:

qm0(D ) := S Re5 | R (D )A R ^(I)  | .

Example 2.4. The quality of the relation PatientValue (Table 1.1) is assessed by comparing 

it to the relation PatientValue ’ (Table 2.3). In this case qm0 is evaluated, 1 which means that 

there exists one tuple in relation PatientValue ’ that should not be appeared in the doctor’s 

view of data based on the quality conditions that he has asked for. □

We can have several contextual instances /  e l ,  thus, we can have a whole class V  of
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instances D'V(I)  with / e l  This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.

schema S Context

mappmg
Instance under 

assessment

Class 5) of intended instances

Figure 5: Using a Context for Quality Assessment

In the case of multiple ’intended’ clean instances, related to a whole class X  of ACIs, 

D  would have to be compared with a whole class of quality instances. In this case the 

following quality measure is introduced in [15]:

, I D  I — raa:r{| D'V( I ) I : /  is LCI} 
qm i(D ) : = -------------------------------------------------

The value of qm i ranges over [0, 1], having the value 0 when the instance D  is the 

quality data and the value 1 (or almost 1), if no tuples in D  satisfies the quality conditions.

2.3 Multidimensional Databases

In the data quality assessment framework, data under quality assessment can be viewed 

from different perspectives, such as geographical area, time, etc. Each perspective is rep

resented by a dimension and expressed in different degrees of details.

Dimensions can be made part of a context by embedding in it a multidimensional 

database. For this purpose we can use an extension of the Hurtado-Mendelzon (HM)
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All

Manufacture
therm BPM M -l M-2 M-3

Brand

finger B-3 B-4B -l B-2arm

Model

0 1 -2 3 0 4-23 T-42 T-33 B l-2 B3-5

Class

M odel

Type Brand

M an u fac tu re r

A ll-Instrum ent

(a) Schema (b) Instance

Figure 6: Instrument Dimension Schema and an Instance

data model for multidimensional databases (MDDBs) [37]. In the following, we briefly 

described the HM model.

A contextual dimension schema DS is a pair ( CAT, /*), where CAT is a set of named 

categories, and is a child/parent relation between categories [37]. The transitive closure 

of is denoted by /•* . There are no ’shortcuts’ between categories. There is also a 

distinguished top category, denoted with All, which is reachable from all other categories. 

The categories without an incoming /*■ are called bottom or base categories.

An instance of a contextual DS is a tuple (M , < ), where M  is a finite collection of 

ground atoms of the form C(a) with C  £ CAT, and the data element a belongs to an 

underlying domain. We assume that different categories do not have elements in common. 

Relation < stands for the partial order between elements of categories, and parallels the 

partial order /■  between the corresponding categories. Category All has only one element, 

all. Categories are assumed to be disjoint. The transitive closure of <  is denoted with <*.

Example 2.5. The dimension instance in Figure 6b is defined over the Instrument dimen

sion schema (Figure 6a), and consists of:
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M  =  {M odel (O l-23) ,  M o d e l (04-23), M ode l {T -42), M ode l{T-33),

M ode l (B  1-2), M odel{B3-5) , Type{ora l) , T ype { tym p) ,T ype{  f in ger ) ,  

Type(arm),  B r a n d ( B - 1), B r a n d (B -2 ) , B ra n d {B -3 ) , B r a n d {B -4), 

Class ( th erm ) ,  C l a s s ( B P M ) ,  M a n u fa c t u r e r (M - l ) ,

M a n u fa c t u r e r (M -2 ), M a n u f  ac turer {M -3) , A l l - In s t r u m en t{a l l ) } ,

< = {(01-23, oral), (04-23, oral),  (T-42, tymp) ,  (T-33, tymp),  (B l -2 ,  arm),  

(53-5, f i n g e r ), (0 1 -2 3 ,5 -1 ), (0 4 -2 3 ,5 -1 ), (T-42, B-2),  (T-33, 5 -2 ),

(5 1 -2 ,5 -3 ), (5 3 -5 ,5 -4 ), (oraJ, therm),  { tymp, therm),  (arm, B P M ) ,  

{f inger ,  B P M ) ,  (5-1 , M- l ) ,  (5 -2 , M- l ) ,  (5-3 , M -2), (5 -4 , M -3),

{ B P M ,  all), { therm, all), {M - l ,  all), {M-2,  all), {M-3,  al l)}.

Relation <* includes all the elements in <  plus others, such as (01-23, Therm). □

In the HM model, a roll-up relation is defined between each two categories C t and 

Cj,  and is denoted by TZC{{D).  Here, the roll-up relation is a set of pairs: {(a, b) | 

Ci{a),Cj{b)  € M  and a <* b}.

A dimension D S  = (M , < ) is said to be strict if every element of the dimension has 

at most one ancestor element in each of the ancestor categories, more precisely, for every 

different elements a, b, c with a <* b and a <* c, it implies 5{b) ^  6{c) [14],

A dimension instance of D S  is called homogeneous if, for every pair of categories 

Ci /*  Cj  and Cj(o), there is Cj{b) such that a < b [14] [37],

2.4 Extended Entity-Relationship Model

An Extended Entity-Relationship Model [6] [9] (EER) is used in the conceptual represen

tation of a data warehouse in [28] [29] (see Section 2.5.1). An entity-relationship model
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(E/R) is a conceptual representation that provides a higher level of abstraction in describ

ing the participating concepts and relations between concepts. The aim of an E/R design is 

to achieve a representation of data that is independent of implementation issues. The E/R 

diagram composed of the following elements [26]:

• Entities: Represent objects of the world being modeled (or a particular collection or 

class of them) and usually denoted a person, place, thing, or event of informational 

interest.

•  Relationships: Represent real-world associations among one or more entities.

• Attributes: Represent properties of entities or relationships.

An entity relationship model is illustrated in Figure 7. The relationship Work is relating 

entities Hospital and Employee. Emp #  is an attribute for the entity Employee.

Emp #

W orkH ospital E m ployee

Figure 7: Entity Relationship Model

The extended entity-relationship model refers to different extensions to Chen’s orig

inal entity-relationship model [26]. The extensions include an illustration of ’IS-A’ link 

between two entities. Sub-entities (subclasses of classes) can be specified using ’IS-A’- 

arrows connecting entities. Attributes (properties) and participation in relationships are 

inherited by sub-entities.

In Figure 8, an entity Nurse is a sub-entity of an entity Employee. The ’IS-A’ relation 

between them is shown by an arrow from the entity Nurse to the entity Employee.
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E m p #

W orkH ospita l E m ployee

N urse

Figure 8: Extended Entity Relationship Model

2.5 Ontologies

An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [31]. A con

ceptualization is an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent. The 

term ’ontology’ is borrowed from philosophy, where it means a systematic account of ex

istence.

An ontology provides a shared vocabulary for modeling a domain. The vocabulary 

includes types of objects and/or concepts that exist, their properties and their relations.

Ontologies are written in different languages such as OWL [46], RDF [41], RDFS [3], 

DL [8], etc. However, the different languages share many structural similarities such as a 

description of individuals (instances), classes (concepts), attributes, and relations.

Descriptions logics (DL) are a family of knowledge representation formalisms that are 

useful for defining, integrating, and maintaining ontologies [7]. In the following, we briefly 

introduce the family of DL.

2.5.1 Description Logics

The knowledge of an application domain is represented in a DL ontology both at the inten

tional level, in a TBox ’T ’ (for terminological), and at the extensional level, in a ABox 'A '  

(for assertions).

Basic elements are atomic concepts and atomic roles. A concept is a unary predicate 

gathering common properties among a collection of individuals. A role is a binary predicate
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for representing the inter-relationship between individuals. Complex descriptions can be 

built from elementary descriptions inductively by applying suitable concept constructors, 

where the set of available constructs depends on the specific description logic.

Example 2.6. Consider atomic concepts Female and Male. A concept Person is defined 

as a complex concept which can be either male or female. If the disjunction between the 

concepts is represented by ’LI’, the concept Person is defined in the DL TBox as follows:

P erson  =  Female  U Male

□

In the spirit of having a context as a theory, we provide a DL ontological representation 

of the contexts as enriched with dimensions.

Ontological, DL-based representations of dimensions have been previously introduced 

in [28] [29], as representations of data warehouse conceptual schemas. Their representa

tion is based on the description of DWH schemas in extended entity relationship (EER) 

diagrams. They provide the formal semantics for the EER representation via the ACC P I  

description logic [35]. In addition, in [28] [29], the proposed conceptual data model is used 

to represent complex descriptions for the structure of the aggregated entities. Accordingly, 

the high expressive DL, AC C FZ, which includes constructs such as concept disjunction 

and role composition, is used to provide the semantic to the proposed EER including ag

gregated entities.

In Chapter 4, we will sketch a DL-based representation of our extended contextual 

M V  model in one of the members of the DL-Lite family [23]. In general, DL-Lite and its 

extensions have a good balance of expressive power and good computational properties; 

and have found interesting applications in data management and semantics web [24],

In the following, we introduce the DL-Lite family of description logic as a language for 

translating the context into the DL ontology in Chapter 4.
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Syntax and Semantics of the Logics in the DL-Lite Family

DL-Lite contains object names: cto, a i „  Concepts are unary predicates and denote sets

of individuals. In DL-Lite, concept names are represented by A 0, A \ ,  Roles are binary

predicates and denote binary relationships between individuals. In DL-Lite, role names are 

illustrated by P0, P \ , . . .

Roles R  and concepts C  are defined by the following grammar:

R  ::= Pk | Pj~, (roles)

B  ::= _L | Ak, (basic concepts)

C  ::= B  | -iC  | Cx n  C 2, (complex concepts)

where the role Pjj is an inverse of the atomic role Pk, the concept X is a bottom concept 

which is always interpreted as the empty set, -iC is the negation of the concept C.

In an extension of DL-Lite, D L-L ite^, we find number restrictions of the form >  qR  

(R  is a role). Number restrictions allow to restrict the number of role-successors, which 

means, the number of those objects, an object is related to via a role. If q is 1 in the concepts 

of the form >  qR, is denoted with 3R, and is called an existential concept. The concepts 

of the form >  qR  are also called basic concepts.

Example 2.7. Consider the atomic concept Person and the atomic role hasJob. The com

plex concept Employee is defined as: P ersonn3hasJob , where 3 hasJob  is a basic concept 

constructed using a number restriction with q =  1. □

A D L -L ite ^ ^  TBox is a finite set of concept inclusion axioms of the form:1

B i U B 2 Q B

where all the Bi  and B  are basic concepts.

'Notice that in this extensions of DL-Lite we do not have explicit negation of concepts, as it is the case in 
its krom or bool extensions.
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The extension DL-Lite1̂ rn of DL-Lite^orn includes role inclusion axioms R\ □  R 2. 

Role inclusions are used as a basis for defining the property of transitive role of the form 

Tra(Pfc), producing the extension D L - L i t e [5].

An occurrence of a concept on the right-hand (left-hand) side of a concept inclusion 

is called negative if it is in the scope of an odd (even) number of negations -i; otherwise 

the occurrence is called p o sitive .D L -L ite^^  allows the positive occurrences of qualified 

number restriction > qR.C (R  is a role and C  is a concept) in concept inclusions, where 

the number restrictions are concerned with role-fillers belonging to a certain concept.

Example 2.8. Consider the basic concept Nurse and a role Manage. If the role Manage 

is declared as a transitive role using the axiom Tra(M anage), the concept Supervisor 

is a complex concept which is defined as a nurse who manages other nurses. Concept 

Supervisor is defined in a DL TBox as follows:

Supervisor = N urse  (1 3M anage.Nurse

where the concept 3M anage.Nurse  is built using a qualified number restriction with q = 

1.

□

The standard restriction limiting the use of transitive roles in DLs is discussed in [36]. 

The restriction states that only simple roles R  are allowed in concepts of the form > qR, for 

q > 2, where by a simple role in a given TBox T  we understand a role without transitive 

sub-roles (including itself). In particular, if T  contains Tra(P ) then P  and P~ are not 

simple, and so T  cannot contain occurrences of concepts of the form >  qP  and >  qP~, 

for q > 2.

Example 2.9. Consider the atomic role hasJob in Example 2.7. For stating the condition 

that each person should have at most one job, it is allowed to define an axiom such as: 

>  2 has job [I_L in the TBox. On the other hand, consider the role Manage in Example
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2.8. In order to express the condition that each supervisor can only manage one nurse in 

the form of >  2Manage .Nurse  C_L is not allowed. □

The formal semantics of D L - L i t e constructs is given by an interpretations I  con

sisting of a non-empty set A J  (the domain of the interpretation) and an interpretation func

tion, which assigns to every atomic concept A  a set A x C A 1 and to every atomic role 

P  a binary relation P 1 C A 1 x A1. The D L - L i t e constructs are interpreted in X  as 

follows:

{ P k )x = { ( y , x )  G A1 x A 1 | (x ,y )  G P x }, (■inverse role )

L x = 0, {the em p ty  s e t )

G> q R ) X = { x  G A1 | | { y  G A1 | (x, y) G R 1 } \ > q}, (■number restric t ion)

^ C ) x = A x \  C1 , (not in C)

( C . n ^ f  = c f  n c l (iboth in Ci and in  C2)

An interpretation X satisfies a concept inclusion Bi  C B 2 if B x C B x \ and it satisfies a 

role inclusion R\ □ R 2 if R± C R%.

The role transitivity constraints, Tra(Pk),  states that the role Pk must be interpreted as 

a transitive role:

X |= Tra(Pk)  iff (x, y) G P x  and (y , z) G P x imply (x, z ) G P x , for all x , y , z  G A1. 

The qualified number restriction extension is interpreted as:

(>  qR.C)1 =  { i  G A1 I \ { y  E C 1 \ (x,  y) G R1} \ >q} ,

A  model of a DL ontology is an interpretation X which is a model of all assertions in 

the DL ontology. A DL ontology is satisfiable if it has at least one model.

Example 2.10. Consider the concepts and roles in Example 2.8. Let an interpretation 

X =  (A1, ? )  has a domain as follows:
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A 1  = {K ate , M a ry , John}

The role Manage is declared as a transitive role by an axiom Tra(M anage), the con

cepts and roles of Example 2.8 are interpreted by an interpretation function .x as follows:

N u rse 1  = {M a ry ,K a te }

M anage1  = {(M ary, kate), (John, M ary), (John, kate)}

The DL ontology consisting of the assertions in Example 2.8 is satisfiable, since there is 

an interpretation such as I  which satisfies all of its assertions. In the other words, 1  is the 

model of the ontology which contains the assertions in Example 2.8. □

Linking Data to DL-Lite Ontologies

In an ontology-based data access (OBDA) system, the TBox of the ontology provides a 

shared, uniform, abstract view of the intensional level of the application domain [25]. The 

extensional data are located in the data sources which have independent implementations 

from the conceptual layer.

Linking data in the existing data sources to a DL-Lite ontology is done through a map

ping mechanism [50]. The idea of the representation of the mappings is that by evaluating 

a query over the data sources, facts for constituting the ABox A  assertions are retrieved. 

This idea is illustrated in Figure 9.

As discussed before, the ontology is a virtual representation of a domain of an applica

tion, and the instances of the concepts and roles in the ontology are the abstract and virtual 

representation of some real data stored in the existing data sources. Therefore, the problem 

arises of establishing sound mechanisms for linking the existing data in the data sources to 

the instances of the concepts and the roles in the ontology.

A solution to the problem of linking the existing data in the data sources to the instances
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DL-Ontology TBox

Concept-1
Role-1

Concept-2

Mappings

Data Source 

Figure 9: Linking Data to Ontologies

of the concepts and the roles in the ontology is proposed in [50]. In order to explain the 

solution, first some definitions and their semantics are reviewed. A set IV is the set of 

data value constants (real values in data sources), and a set To is the set of object terms 

(abstracts elements (pair of elements) of concepts and roles) which are built starting from 

IV  and a set A of junction symbols of any arity (possibly 0), as follows: If /  € A, the arity 

of /  is n, and d \ , . . . ,  dn £ IV , then f ( d i , . . . ,  dn) is a term in To, called object term.

The mapping assertions associate a conjunctive query over atomic concepts, domains, 

roles and attributes with a first-order query of the appropriate arity over the data source. 

The idea is that by evaluating such a query over the data source, the facts for building the 

ABox assertions are retrieved.

Example 2.11. Consider a DL-Lite TBox in which Person and Job are atomic concept 

names and hasJob is an atomic role name, and a relational database contains a binary 

relation occupation(person, job). We want to model the situation where p  £ occupation 

corresponds to a person whose name is p. Similarly, we want to model the fact that j  £ 

occupation corresponds to the name of the job that the person has. The following is the set
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of mapping assertions modeling the above situation.

YpVj ( occupation (p, j )  -»  Person(fperson(p)),

'ip \f j(occupat ion{p, j) -> Job(fjob{ j )),

VpVj( occupation(p,j) hasJob(fperson(p), fjob(j)).

Above, p  and j  are variable symbols; f perSon and f job  are function symbols; and f pers o n ( p ) 

and f j o b ( j )  are variable object terms. □

Inference Services in DL-Lite

In this thesis, we concentrate on three standard reasoning tasks for DL-Lite family of 

description logics: satisfiability, instance checking, and query answering.

Satisfiability: Let O  be a DL-Lite ontology. The satisfiability problem is to check 

whether there is a model of O.

Concept Instance Checking: Let O be a DL-Lite ontology, C  be a concept and a be an 

individual. The individual a is an instance of C  with respect to O if and only if, a1 € C 1 

in all of the models X of O.

Role Instance Checking: Let O be a DL-Lite ontology, R  be a role, and a, b be indi

viduals. The pair of individuals (a, b) is an instance of R  with respect to O  if and only if 

(ax, b1) e  R 1 in all of the models I  of O.

Query Answering: Let O be a DL-Lite ontology and Q be a query over O. The query 

answering over the O is to compute the set of certain answers to Q over O. For the ontology 

O, we say that a tuple a of object names from A  is a certain answer to Q(x)  with respect 

to O, if X )= Q(a) whenever X f= O.

Complexity of Reasoning in DL-Lite

Complexity measures depend on those parameters of the problem that are considered as
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the input and those that are considered to be fixed. For verifying the satisfiability of a 

DL-Lite ontology and the concept and role instance checking of a DL-Lite ontology, the 

parameters to consider are the size of the TBox T ,  and the size of the ABox A . The size of 

the TBox T , | T  |, is defined as the number of symbols in T , and the size of the ABox A,

| A  |, is defined as the number of symbols in A . For query answering, one more parameter 

to consider is the size of the query. However, we assume that the size of the query is 

insignificant in comparison to the size of the TBox and the size of the ABox. Thus the size 

of the query is not considered as part of the input.

If the whole DL-ontology is regarded as an input, then our concern is combined com

plexity. If only the ABox A  is regarded as an input, while the TBox T  (and the query) 

is assumed to be fixed, then we deal with data complexity [55]. In ontology-based data 

access, data complexity is the point of interest since the size of the TBox is fixed and the 

size of the query is negligible compared to the size of the ABox [22].

For combined complexity, checking the satisfiability of the ontology that is expressed in
H N I"*-DL-LiteHarn is P-complete. Satisfiability, instance checking and query answering of the 

D L - L i te '^ ^  ontology is NLogSpace-complete for data complexity [5],

Adding the role transitivity constraint, T ra (R )  to DL-Lite^J^ , producing DL- 

Ltie'h trS  ’ results in the increase of the data complexity for all reasoning problems to 

NLogSpace-complete, although it doesn’t have any effect on checking the satisfiability 

for combined complexity.

Query Answering in Description Logic

In order to query a DL ontology such as O, the first assumption should be made on the 

satisfiability of the DL ontology. In the case where the DL ontology is unsatisfiable, the 

answer to a query Q is defined as a finite set of tuples AllTupf Q, O).

As mentioned before, we restrict ourselves to conjunctive queries and union of con

junctive queries. Conjunctive queries are the good suit for expressing complex queries and
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remain decidable in the presence of incomplete information.

A conjunctive query over a DL ontology O  is a conjunctive query whose atoms are of 

the form Ak(t) and -Pfc(£i> £2). where Ak is a concept name, Pk a role name, and t, t i ,  t 2 are 

terms taken from the list of variables t/o , 3/ 1 , • • • and the list of object names o0, a i , . . .

Example 2.12. A conjunctive query asks for the type of the hospital Hi.

Bh(Hospital(h ) A H ospi ta lType(h , t )  A h  =  Hi)  —> Q ( t )

Here, Q is a predicate that collects the query answers. □

The set of answers to a conjunctive query 3yconj(x,  y)  —> Q(x),  where x  is a distin

guished variable, y is an existentially quantified variable, and con j(x ,y )  is a conjunction 

of atoms (concepts and roles) is interpreted in X as the set Q 1 of tuples e G A 1 x . . .  x A 1 

such that, when we assign e to the variables x, the formula conj(x, y) evaluates to true in 

X.

The set of certain answers to the conjunctive query Q  over the ontology O, denoted 

cer t (Q , O) are the tuples e of constants of A  such that e G Q1, for every model X of O.

Description Logic Reasoners

Different DL reasoners with various capabilities have been developed for reasoning over the 

ontologies written in DL such as: HermiT [53], RACERPro [34], KAON2 [1], Pellet [54], 

Quest [2], etc.

HermiT is based on a novel ’ hypertableau ’ calculus [48] and can determine whether 

or not the ontology is consistent, identify subsumption relationships between classes, etc. 

RacerPro is a knowledge representation system that implements a tableau calculus for a 

very expressive description logic S H 1 Q  [30]. In addition, RacerPro can process OWL 

Lite and OWL DL ontologies.

KAON2 is a free Java reasoner for an expressive DL (S H X Q ) which implements a
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resolution-based decision procedure for the DL ontology reasoning services. Pellet is an 

open-source Java based OWL DL reasoner. It is based on tableaux algorithms developed 

for expressive description logics and supports reasoning with the full expressivity of OWL- 

DL.

The satisfiability of the DL-Lite(horn! ontology can be verified by the reasoners such as 

Pellet, KAON2, HermiT and RacerPro.

In Chapter 4, we introduce axioms for translating an extended MT> model into a DL 

ontology. In Chapter 6, we show an experiment on the satisfiability of an ontological 

representation of the extended A4T>. We verified its satisfiability with the Pellet reasoner. 

Furthermore, we show how the quality instances are obtained from the resulting ontology.



Chapter 3

Extending the Contextual Framework with 

Dimensions

In the data quality assessment framework discussed in Section 2.2, an important element 

that was not included is the one of data dimension. Enhancing the context with the dimen

sions is necessary because data for data quality analysis are almost always of a dimensional 

or hierarchical nature. Dimensions provide different perspectives or points of view from 

which data can be seen and analyzed. In this scenario, we may have to go outside a con

textual table, and navigate within the context, searching for the necessary data.

Multidimensional databases (MDDBs) were introduced in Section 2.3. In this chapter, 

we extend to the M  V  model, as needed in multidimensional contexts.

3.1 Facts Associating Contextual Dimensions

The data associated to the contextual dimensions are points in a multidimensional space. 

A fac t is a data entity which is a focus of interest. In most of the multidimensional data 

models, facts are implicitly defined by combinations of dimensions’ values. As is common 

in DWHs and MDDBs, in general, we can have fact tables associated to the base categories. 

However, using a multidimensional model and a multidimensional database within a

36
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context serves different purposes from the one that is traditionally found in data warehous

ing, OLAP, or data analytics. We can, for example, extend the MT> model with additional 

tables associated to the different levels of the hierarchies, i.e. to categories other than base 

categories (to which the fact tables are usually associated).

In the following, we introduce two kinds of contextual relations as extensions to the 

M V  model.

3.1.1 Categorical Relations

Given a M V  database, a categorical relation (CR) is a database relation in which some of 

its attributes are category names (or nicknames for them). In such a case, the attribute and 

the category share the underlying domain. Categories in CRs may not be the base category, 

but belong to higher levels of the hierarchy.

In order to establish the connection between a categorical relation R, and the corre

sponding categories, we need schema mappings. More precisely, if the ith position of R  

corresponds to the category C  of the dimension D, then there is a mapping as follows:

V x i . . .  x n(R (x i , . . . ,  x h . . . ,  x n) C(xt)).  (5)

Actually, this formula acts as a sort of referential constraint.

Example 3.1. The categorical relation in Table 3.1 (Figure 10) shows the values of the 

medical tests that are performed by different instruments on a patient, Tom at a specific 

point of time. It contains the attribute Hour, that corresponds to category Hour in the Time

dimension schema in Figure 10. In this case the category is a base category.

The mapping between the attribute Hour of the categorical relation TomResults and 

category Hour of Time dimension is expressed, based on (5), as:

'ip 'iv 'ih\/c{Tom Results{p, v, h, c) —»■ Hour(h)) ,  (6)
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Table 3. 1: TomResults

Patient Value Hour Class

Tom Waits 38.5 1 l:45/5/Sep/2011 therm

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011 therm

Tom Waits 38.1 1 l:50/6/Sep/2011 therm

Tom Waits 110/70 13:00/6/Sep/20! 1 BPM

All-Time

Year

M onth

Day

W eek

Shift

Hour

Figure 10: TomResults to Time Mapping

□

Example 3.2. Consider the relation UnitManuf (Table 1.6) in Figure 4. The relation Unit- 

M anufis an example of a CR which contains the attribute Care-Unit, that corresponds to a 

category Care-Unit in the Location dimension schema. Accordingly, we have the mapping:

Vc\/m\/o(UnitM anuf (c, m , o) —>• Care-Unit(c)).

In this case the category is not a base category. Notice that this CR contains categories 

from two different dimensions. □

3.1.2 Attributive Relations

The other extension to the M .V  model is the introduction of attributive relations (AR). An 

attributive relation is connected to a single category of a single dimension schema. Each 

AR provides, through its attributes, a description for the elements of the category in terms 

of mappings between the relational and dimensional schemas. We need a mapping of the 

form:

\ / x i . . . x n( R ( x u . . . , X i , . . . , x n) - + C { x i ) ) .  (7)

Each member of a category C  in a contextual dimension D  can accept at most one value
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for each of the attributes in an attributive relation AR. This condition is represented as:

VxVrrjVa^(C(x)  A R(x,  Xi) A R(x,  x 2) —> x\  — x 2)

ARs may provide descriptions for all of the elements of the category. Thus, in addition to 

(7), the following mapping may also be introduced for ARs:

Vx3yi . . .  yn(C(x)  ->• R ( y u . . . ,  x , . . . ,  yn)). (8)

Notice that from the formal point of view, a one-category categorical relation, i.e. with 

a single categorical attribute, does not differ from an attributive relation. However, the 

latter kind is always associated to a single category, whose elements are described through 

the other attributes.

As opposed to CRs, an AR is not meant to support dimensional navigation via the 

categorical attributes. Navigation is a process that could be realized with the machinery 

developed in [43] [44], that is an extension of relational algebra, denoted as Contextual 

Relational Algebra (CRA), for querying data at different levels of details.

Example 3.3. Consider the dimension Instrument in Figure 6a. Let relation Manufactur- 

erDescription (Table 3.2) is an attributive relation which provides descriptions about the 

type of the instruments’ manufacturers and the kind of industry manufacturer belongs to.

Table 3.2: ManufacturerDescription

Manufacture Type Industry

Mi Public Electronics

m 2 Private Electronics

m 3 Public Conglomerate
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The following mappings are defined between the attribute Manufacturer of Manufac- 

turerDescription and the Manufacturer category of the Instrument dimension:

Vm \/ t \ / i (M an ufac turerD escr ip t ion (m , t , i )  —>■ M anufac tu rer (m )) .

' im 3 t3 i (M an u fac tu rer (m )  - *  M a n u fa c tu re rD e s c r ip t io n (m , t , i ) ) .

Each manufacturer can be at most one type, which is expressed as:

Vm VtiV^Vz (M a n u f a c t u r e r D e s c r ip t i o n ( m , t i , i ) A

M a n u fa c tu re rD e s c r ip t i o n (m , t2, i)  —» h  =  t2)

□

Example 3.4. Let HospitalDescription (Table 1.7) in Figure 4 be an example of an AR 

which provides descriptions for the elements of the Hospital category of dimension Loca

tion. Accordingly, we have the following mapping:

VhVtVs(HospitalDescription(h,t,s)  —> Hospital(h)).

Since the relation HospitalDescription provides descriptions for all of the elements of 

the Hospital category, the following constraint should also be imposed:

\ /h3t3s(Hospital(h) —» HospitalDescription(h,t,  s)).

Each hospital can be at most one type, which is expressed as:

V /iV tiV f2Vs(Hospita lDescr ip t ion(h ,  t i ,  s) A Hospita lDescr ipt ion(h,  t 2, s) —> t\  =  t2)

□

3.2 Semantic Constraints

In this section, we introduce semantic constraints over the categorical and the attributive 

relations.
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3.2.1 Interdimensional Constraints

A categorical relation represents data which are the focus of interest from different per

spectives and in different granularities through the combination of dimensions’ values.

In categorical relations, generally, not all of the combination of the contextual dimen

sions’ values are point of interest. More precisely, some combinations of contextual dimen

sions’ values in categorical relations are not allowed. Interdimensional constraints prohibit 

combinations of values from several dimensions in categorical relations.

Example 3.5. Assume we want to express that a medical test on a patient can not be per

formed with two different instruments from the same class at the same time. For example, 

it is not possible to record two temperature values for a patient at the same time by different 

thermometers.

Consider the categorical relation PatientTestsDetails(Patient, Value, Hour, Model) in 

Table 3.3. Relation PatientTestsDetails is linked to the Time dimension (Figure 10) through 

its attribute Hour, and also it is connected to the Instrument dimension (Figure 6) through 

its last attribute Model. It contains information about the different medical tests that are 

performed on patients at the specific time.

The previously mentioned assumption can be expressed as an interdimensional con

straint in the form of a denial constraint as:

->3p  v hm-i ra2 C\ (P a t ie n tT e s t s D e ta i l s (p , v, h, m i )  A P at ien tT es tsD e ta i l s (p ,  v, h, m 2) 

A I n s t ru m e n t  (mi ,  Ci) A I n s t r u m e n t (m 2, Ci) A m j ^  m 2)

Such a constraint involves categories from two different dimensions.
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Table 3.3: PatientTestsDetails

Patient Value Hour Model

Tom Waits 38.5 11:45/5/Sep/2011 01-23

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011 01-23

Tom Waits 38.1 11:50/6/Sep/2011 01-23

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011 04-23

Tom Waits 110/70 11:45/8/Sep/2011 B3-5

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011 T-42

Note that the PatientTestsDetails can still contains medical tests results from the same 

class of instruments at different times. □

Example 3.6. Suppose we want to specify the requirement that no single measurement 

can be taken by more than one nurse. For this, we can use relationPatientValue (Table 1.1) 

which that can be seen as a CR linked to the Time dimension through its last attribute; and 

also PatienWard (Table 1.4), a CR linked to both the Location and Time dimensions. We 

also need to appeal to the Nurse category of the Location category. With all these elements, 

the above requirement can be expressed as an interdimensional constraint:

- d p v t d w n-i n 2 (PatientValue(p, v, t) A PatientW ard(p, d, w) A T( t ,  d) A 

L ( n w )  A L(n2, w)  A ri\ ^  n 2 ).

T  and L  are binding predicates for the partial orders (< ) between elements of categories 

Time and Day in the Time dimension, and Nurse and Ward in the Location dimension,
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respectively. This constraint takes the form of a denial constraint, that prohibits certain 

combinations of atoms. □

3.2.2 Intradim ensional Constraints

Contextual dimensions consist of sets of categories that are ordered in different levels of a 

hierarchy. Each category represents the group of members of its child categories.

Attributive relations are associated to a single category which is also connected to its 

parent category through the partial order relation in a single dimension schema.

Generally, not all of the descriptive values of attributive relations can be associated to 

the elements of a category in a dimension. Intradimensional constraints restrict certain 

combinations of descriptive values (in attributive relations) associated to elements in dif

ferent categories that are <*-connected.

Example 3.7. (example 1.1 cont.) Consider the contextual dimension Location in Figure 

3b, in which each member of a Hospital category is a parent of possibly several members 

of the Care-Unit category. Each member of a Care-Unit category is a parent of several 

members of the Ward category.

In hospital H, patients may have some visitors during visiting hours. However, not all 

of the care units in the hospital let patients have visitors, even during the visiting hours. For 

example, patients in the post-anesthetic care unit are not allowed to have visitors.

Permission for having visitors in each care unit is expressed by an attribute VisitorAl- 

lowedU in an attributive relation CareUnitDescription (Table 3.4).

In some wards such as W x, based on the patients’ conditions, having visitors during the 

visiting hours is prohibited. The permission for having visitors in each ward during visiting 

hours is represented by an attribute VisitorAllowedW in attributive relation WardDescription 

(Table 3.5).
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Table 3.4: CareUnitDescription

Care-Unit VisitorAllowedU

standard YES

intensive NO

terminal YES

Table 3.5: WardDescription

Ward VisitorAllowedW

Wi NO

w 2 YES

W3 YES

If having visitors in a care unit is prohibited, the patients in its different wards are not 

allowed to have any visitors.

The relations CareUnitDescription(Care-Unit, VisitorAUowedU) and WardDescrip- 

tion(Ward, VisitorAllowedW) are two attributive relations that are connected to the 

Care-Unit and Ward categories, respectively. If L stands for the partial order relation be

tween the elements of the Location dimension, the previously mentioned requirement can 

be expressed as an intradimensional constraint in the form of a denial constraint as:

-i3u vu w vw  (C areU nitD escrip tion(u , vu) A W ardD escrip tion(w , vw) A 

L(w, u) A vu  =  ’NO’ A vu  7̂  vw)

□
Example 3.8. Relation OperationYear in Table 3.6 contains information about the opera

tions which are performed in a year, and relation OperationDay (Table 3.7) represents the 

information about operations which are performed in a day. We expect that if there is an 

operation in a year, it must appear on a particular day of (associated to) that year.

Table 3.7: OperationDay

Day OperationID

4/Aug/2011 

5/Feb/2010

1263121 

SI86437

Table 3.6: OperationYear

Year OperationID

2011

2010

1263121 

S I86437
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Consider dimension Time in Figure 10, also assume that the operation IDs are unique. 

If T  stands for the partial order relation between the elements of the Time dimension, an 

intradimensional constraint for representing the above assumption is expressed by:

VopVr/3d (O perationYear(y, op) -> T(d, y) A O perationD ay(d , op))

□
Notice that interdimensional constraints and intradimensional constraints may have in

teresting logical interactions with the well-known semantic constraints of the HM models, 

e.g. about homogeneity (every element of a category rolls up to an element of a parent 

category) and strictness (rolls up to at most one) [37].



Chapter 4

Ontological Representation of Contextual 

Dimensions

In this chapter, with the motivation of having a full-fledged ontology as a contextual frame

work for data quality assessment [16], we show how the dimensions (and their extensions) 

were introduced in Chapters 2 and 3 can be expressed as a part of an ontology in a de

scription logic (DL). We do this by using a DL of the DL-Lite family, more specifically, 

DL-Lite'n^li (see Section 2.5.1 for details).

4.1 Translating a Contextual Dimension Schema into a DL TBox

In order to represent a contextual dimension schema (DS) as a DL-ontology, each category 

and the domain o f an attribute are expressed by one atomic concept name.

Example 4.1. Consider the Location dimension schema in Figure 3a. The categories 

(category names) and attribute domains in attributive relations are represented as concepts 

in the TBox T  : Nurse, Ward, Care-Unit,. . . ,  String, etc. □

In addition to these atomic concepts, DL-Lite provides the empty concept (J_). The 

empty concept allows us to express the disjointness of categories.

46
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In a dimension D, categories are assumed to be disjoint, that means each two differ

ent categories of the contextual dimension do not have any elements in common. In other 

words, the conjunction of each two concepts, while each stands for a category in the con

textual dimension, should be empty. The disjointness between each two categories, such as 

Ci and Cj in the contextual dimension schema, is expressed in DL-Lite as:

Ci n  Cj C-L

Exam ple 4.2. In the contextual dimension Location in Figure 3, categories are assumed to 

be disjoint. The disjointness between categories is captured by adding axioms to the TBox 

T ,  among others:

Nurse n Ward C -L, Ward n  Care- Unit C -L,

Nurse n Care- Unit C -L, Ward n Hospital C -L,

Nurse FI Hospital □ -L, Ward fl City c -L,

Nurse n City c -L, Ward n Country □

Nurse fl Country c J-, Care- Unit fl Hospital c 1
□

DL-Lite offers inverse roles. In addition, if R  stands for a role, in an extension of 

DL-Lite, D L-Lite^, we find concepts defined by number restrictions of the form >  qR  

(when q is 1, this denoted with 3R). Number restrictions allow us to restrict the number of 

role-successors, which means, the number of those objects an object is related to via a role.

Each attribute of an attributive relation AR, associating elements of the category C, in 

a dimension D  with a range V  (V  is considered as a datatype such as string, integer, etc.), 

is represented in the TBox as a role, say A R i, that is functional and satisfies the following 

conditions:
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B A R -  C 3 A R X □  V, > 2  A R X C ±

The first axiom states that the domain of the role A R i is category Ci, and second axiom 

asserts that the range of it is the datatype V. The third axiom declares the role A R X is 

functional.

Example 4.3. Consider the attributive relation HospitalDescription in Table 1.7. Attribute 

HospitalType provides descriptions for the elements of the Hospital category, and is repre

sented as a role HospitalType. Its domain is the Hospital category, and the range is String. 

The translation of the HospitalType attribute into the TBox is done through the following 

axioms:

3 HospitalType-  □  Hospital, 3 HospitalType C String,

>  2 HospitalType CIJL .

The first axiom describes that the domain of the role HospitalType is the concept Hospital, 

and the second axiom states that its range is the datatype String. The third axiom asserts 

that each hospital is at most one type. □

The partial order relation between the elements of categories in dimensions is repre

sented by a role, say P. P  is made transitive by adding the following axiom to the TBox: 

Tra(P), which asserts that P  must be interpreted as a transitive role.

Example 4.4. The partial order relation between the elements of the contextual dimension 

Location in Figure 3 is represented by a role RULocation which is made transitive by using 

the axiom: Tra(RULocation)- Let an interpretation I  =  (A1, I ) have a domain as:

A1 = {Suzan, Wi, standard, //i}
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The role R U iocation is translated by the interpretation function ?  as follows:

RULocatian =  { (S u zan ,  W x) , ( W i , standard), (standard, H i ),

(.S u za n , s tandard ), (Suzan, H i) ,  (W i, H i ) }

□

If C  stands for a concept and R  stands for a role, D L - L i te '^ ^  also offers the qualified 

number restriction > qR .C  (q is a positive integer), where the number restrictions are 

concerned with role-fillers belonging to a certain concept.

Consider the category Ck is the parent of the category Cj in a dimension D  (Cj /*  Ck). 

In addition, consider the category Cj which in turn is the parent of the category Ci in the 

dimension D  (Ci /*  Cj). Let these relations be introduced into the TBox as followings:

Ck C 3 R - .C j  (9)

Cj □  3p-.Ci  ( 10)

3P~.Cj  describes those pair of elements of P  that their domain is restricted to the concept 

Cj. In the same way, 3P~.Ci describes those pair of elements of P  that their domain is 

restricted to the concept Ci. The (9) states that the concept Ck is the subclass of the range 

of the role P , while the domain of P  is restricted to the concept Cj. Similarly, the (10) 

declares that the concept Cj is the subclass of the range of the role P , while the domain of 

P  is restricted to the concept Ci.

By having the role P  transitive, the fact that the category Ck is the parent of the category 

Ci is logically implied by (9) and (10).

It worths to mention that for the homogeneous dimensions, in order to represent the 

partial order relation between the categories such as Ci and Cj that are connected as Ci /■  

Cj, it is possible to express the axiom C\ C 3P.C}. See Section 5.1 for details.
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Example 4.5. As illustrated in Figure 3, in the Location dimension, Nurse and Ward cat

egories are related as Nurse Z  Ward. The partial order relation between the elements of 

these two categories is expressed by the following axiom:

W ard  C 3R UZocation. N u rse

The above axiom states that elements of the concept Ward are the subclass of the range 

of the pairs whose their domain is concept Nurse. Note that we assume there is no loose 

element in the category Ward.

The Z  relation between the elements of the other categories in the Location dimension 

is represented as follows:

C a re -U n it C IRUEocaUon-Ward,

H o sp ita l □ 3 RU location-C are-U nit,

C ity □ 3 R U Location-H ° SP i t a l i

C o u n try c 3 R U Location-City,

A ll-L o ca tio n c 3 R R Location-Country.

Note that, it is not possible to express the relation between the elements of the cate

gories Ward and Care-Unit by the axiom 3RULOCation-Care-Unit C W ard. The reason 

is that the axiom states if the range of the each pair of elements in the RULocation role is 

restricted to the elements of the Care-Unit category, then the domain of those pairs should 

be the sub class of the Ward category. However, since the role RU  Location is expressed as a 

transitive role, its domain also contains those elements of Nurse category that are related to 

the elements of the Care-Unit category.

□
Each categorical relation CR containing n  attributes such as A i , . . . ,  A n is represented 

as an atomic concept C R C on  in the TBox T . In addition, we also have atomic roles, such
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as C R C  on Aj , • • •, C R C onAn and the following inclusion assertions:

3C R C onM C A u 3C R C onAn C A n

C R C on  □  3C R C on^ 1, . . . ,  C R C on  □  3CRCom~An

Example 4.6. Consider the categorical relation PatientValueWard in Table 4.1 which is 

related to the Ward category of Location dimension and Hour category of Time dimension:

Table 4.1: PatientValueWard

Patient Value Hour Ward

Tom Waits 38.5 11:45/5/Sep/2011 Wx

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011 Wx

Tom Waits 38.1 ll:50/6/Sep/2011 Wx

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011 Wx

Tom Waits 110/70 11:45/8/Sep/2011 W3

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011 w2

The relation PatientValueWard is translated into the TBox as a concept PWCon. In 

order to represent the attributes of it in the TBox, roles P W Patient, P W v aiue, PWHour and 

PWward are introduced. The following inclusions are held for the previously introduced
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concept and roles:

3 } } \  P a tu i i t C P a t ie n t , 3 P W Value V Value,

3 P W Hour c Hour, 3P W \y  arc[ C W ard

P W C o n c 3 P W p aiienii P W C o n  C 3P W y alue,

P W C o n c I P W H o u r P W C o n  C 3 P W w ard

□

4.2 Translating a Contextual Dimension Instance into a DL ABox

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the data of the DL-Ontology is maintained in the 

ABox, A ,  of the ontology. The ABox is perfectly compatible with the TBox, which means 

that the vocabulary of concepts, roles, and attributes in A  is those used in the TBox. The 

ABox stores abstract objects which are returned as answers for queries over the ontology.

When the ABox is very large, the ontology system requires to manage data in the sec

ondary storage. Accordingly, we are going to store the possible dimensions’ instances in the 

data source. In this way, in order to link the existing data in data sources to the instances 

of the concepts and the roles in the ontology, the set of mapping assertions are defined. 

Through each mapping a conjunctive query over atomic concepts, roles and attributes is 

associated with a first-order query of the appropriate arity over the data source. The in

tuition is that, by evaluating such a query, the facts for constituting the ABox assertions 

for the concepts and roles appearing in the conjunctive query, is retrieved. The approach 

for linking the existing data in data sources to the instances of the concepts and the roles 

in the ontology is discussed in Section 2.5.1. In the following, the notion of mappings is 

discussed by means of an example.

Exam ple 4.7. Assume we have stored the Location dimension instance which is illustrated
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in Figure 3b as a relation LocationInstance(Nurse, Ward, Care-Unit, Hospital, City, Coun

try) in the data source. Consider the represented concepts and roles in the TBox in the Ex

ample 4.1. We want to model the situation where w £ Locationlnstance  corresponds to a 

ward whose name is w. Similarly, we want to model the fact that cu £  Locationlnstance  

corresponds to the name of the care-unit that the ward located in. The following is the set 

of mapping assertions modeling the above situation.

'in'iuNcu'iliici'ico(LocationInstance(n, w. cu, h, c i, co) -»  W ard(fwaTCi(w))) 

'in'iw icu'ihNci'ico(LocationInstance(n, w, cu, h, ci, co) —>

Care- U nit(fcare.unit(cu)))

Above, w  and cu are variable symbols; f ward and jcare-unit are function symbols; and 

fwardiw) and fcare-unit(cu) are variable object terms.

Consider the attributive relation HospitalDescription (Table 1.7), the following map

ping creates instances of a role HospitalType in the DL ontology.

VhVtVs(HospitalDescription(h, t, s) —> HospitalType(fhospitai(h),t)).

In this case, the Type of HospitalDescription (a string) contains data value constants which 

are mapped as a data value constants at the ontological level.

Consider the role RULocation which stands for the partial order relation between the 

elements of the Location dimension. The following mappings assert the pair of instances 

tO the role R U L o c a t i o n '

VnVwVcu\/liiciVco(LocationInstance(n, w, cu, h, ci, co) —>

RU Location ( f  u:a.rd (^ ') , f care-unit (CU)))

(ID
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VrNw\/cuiKiciico{LocationInstance{n , w, cu , h, ci, co) —>

R V Location {.fcare-unit ( c t i ) ,  fh o sp ita l(h )))

( 12)

the mapping (11) asserts the pairs of the instances with the domain as the Ward category 

and the range as the Care-Unit category to the role RULocation■ The mapping (12) asserts 

the pairs of the instances with the domain as the Care-Unit category and the range as the 

Hospital category. Since the role RULocation is declared as a transitive role, the fact that 

the role RULocation also contains the pairs of the elements with the domain as the Ward 

category and the range as the Hospital category is logically implied.

□
The represented contextual dimensions in DL-ontology provide data from detailed to 

more general. We are able to navigate through the dimensions and obtain more detailed 

and general information through querying the TBox. We consider conjunctive queries over 

the DL-ontology for querying the TBox. In Chapter 6, we show how the ontological repre

sentation of contextual dimensions can be used for obtaining the quality instances.



Chapter 5

Ontological Representation of Semantic 

Constraints

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the data under quality assessment is put in a context C, 

that contains additional information to those data that are under quality assessment. This 

additional information can be local data at £, additional semantic constraints, etc.

In DL ontologies, ICs can be expressed through axioms in a TBox T . A DL-ontology 

is satisfiable if there exists an interpretation I  that satisfies all the assertions in TBox T  

and ABox A . This interpretation is called a model of the ontology. The models of the DL 

ontology should satisfy all the assertions in T ; hence ICs that are expressed as T ’s axioms 

should be satisfied by all of the models of the ontology.

In the following, we discuss the representation of the M V  constraints such as homo

geneity, and intra- and interdimensional semantic constraints as axioms in a DL-ontology. 

Furthermore, in the rest of this chapter, we describe the translation of the hard rules such 

as guidelines into the DL-ontology.

5.1 Ontological Representation of Homogeneity

Assume C, and Cj are two categories in a dimension D  which are connected as Ci /*  Cj. 

If the categories Ci and Cj are translated into the DL-ontology as concepts Ci and Cj

55
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respectively, and the role P  stands for the partial order relation between the elements of 

D  (See Section 4.1 for details), the homogeneity condition is captured by introducing the 

following axiom in the T :

Ci E  3 P.Cj
□

Example 5.1. Consider the Location dimension in Figure 3. Let RULocation be a role 

which stands for the partial order relation between the elements of the Location dimension. 

Homogeneity is captured through the following axioms in the T :

N u rse c 3RULocation-W (II'(I*

W a rd E 3RULocation-Care-U n i t ,

C are-U nit c 3RU Location • R  OSpital,

Hospital E 3RU Location ■ C i t y ,

C ity E 3RU Location ■ C ountry ,

C ountry E 3 RULocation • All~ Location

□
The representation of the homogeneity constraint as axioms in the ontological context 

ensures that whenever the contextual roll-up for obtaining the quality instances is needed, 

it is always possible to obtain the more general elements from the detailed ones.

5.2 Ontological Representation of Contextual Guidelines

Contextual guidelines are hard integrity constraints in a context that are enforced and must 

always be satisfied. They are represented as axioms in a TBox. The representation of 

contextual guidelines as axioms in a DL ontology is illustrated and discussed in Example 

5.2.
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Example 5.2. Contextual guidelines, e.g. Hospital Guideline 2 stating that ’’medical tests 

on patients in standard care units have to be taken with instruments made by manufacturer 

M i”, can be captured as axioms in the TBox T . As discussed in Chapter 4, each cate

gory is represented as a concept in the TBox and elements of the categories are represented 

as instances of the concepts in the ABox. In order to consider the standard element of the 

Care-Unit concept and the element M \ of the Manufacturer category in the axioms, we first 

need to introduce two concepts, StandardCon and MiCon, respectively containing the ele

ment standard, and the element M i. 1 That is, MiCon(Mi) and StandardCon(standard) 

are facts in the ontology. These two new concepts satisfy the following conditions:

StandardCon □ Care-Unit, Mi Con □ Manufacturer.

We introduce a new concept StandardRelate that contains all the locations that have 

standard as an ancestor in the Care-Unit category. StandardRelate satisfies the following 

constraint:

StandardRelate =  3 RULocation-StandardCon, .

Similarly, Mi Relate is a concept with instruments with Mi as an ancestor in the Manu

facturer category. MxRelate satisfies the following constraint:

MiRelate =  3 R H c.nt. ■ Con I

Finally, a new role Unitins is considered, which relates the instruments that are used in 

medical tests to the locations that the medical tests has performed. The contextual guideline 

2 can be expressed as an axiom using Unitins as:

3 Unitlns~ .StandardRelate C M iRelate

the above expression states that if a medical test is performed in one of the locations related 

to the standard care-unit, the instrument which is used in the test, is made by manufacturer 

‘Since axioms are constructed by using concepts and roles not the instances of the concepts and roles.
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M l □

5.3 Ontological Representation of Interdimensional Constraints

Interdimensional constraints are introduced in Section 3.2.2. They can be captured as 

axioms in the TBox. The representation of interdimensional constraints in the DL ontology 

is discussed and illustrated in the Example 5.3.

Example 5.3. Consider the category Hospital in the Location dimension. The information 

about the ’day’ that hospitals in the Hospital categories were founded appears in a relation 

HospitalFounded in Table 6.1 (Figure 11).

Counti

Ca

City
Ottawa

Hospital

Year
2011 1998

Month
S e p / 2 0 l T ^ )  ( ^ A u e / 2 0 0 0 ^ )  ( ^ O c t /1 9 9 8

Day
7/Sep/
2011

6/Sep/
2011

5/S»p/
2011

8/A ug/
2000

3 /O ct/
1998

Table  6.1: HospitalFounded

Hospital Day

Hi 8/A ug/2000

h 2 3/O ct/1998

Figure 11: HospitalFounded to Location and Time Mappings

We know if the hospital is located in the country USSR, the date of its creation can 

not be after 1991. This condition can be expressed as an interdimensional constraint, be

cause it involves two dimensions. In order to do this, we first need to introduce a concept 

Before-1991, containing the years from the Year category before 1991. The new concept 

satisfies the following constraint:

Before-1991 C Year.

In addition, we need to introduce the concept USSRCon containing the element USSR
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from the Country category. USSRCon satisfies the following constraint:

US SR C  on C C ountry.

We introduce the concept USSRRelate that contains all the locations having USSR as 

an ancestor in the Country category. Similarly, DatesBeforel991 is a concept with dates 

with year before 1991 as an ancestor in the Year category. These new concepts satisfy the 

conditions:

USSRRelate =  3 RULocation- USSRCon, DatesBeforel991 = 3R U rime.Before-1991

Finally, the interdimensional constraint can be expressed using the role Hospital- 

Founded as:

3HospitalFounded~ .USSRRelate □  DatesBeforel991 (13)

the axiom (13) states that those locations that have USSR as an ancestor in the Country 

category are established before 1991. □

5.4 Ontological Representation of Intradimensional Constraints

Intradimensional constraints are introduced in Section 3.2.1. They can also be captured as 

axioms in the TBox. The representation of intradimensional constraints in the DL-ontology 

is discussed in Example 5.4.

Example 5.4. Hospital H 2 is a small hospital that accepts patients only during working 

days. Every year, for renovation, the hospital would be closed and no patient is accepted.

Consider relation WorkingDaysCalen- 

dar in Table 6.2. It contains information
Table 6.2: WorkingDaysCalendar

about the days of the year 2011 that the hos Day Calendar

pital is closed. 12/Sep/2011 Holiday

24/Oct/2011 Holiday
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In addition, consider relation NotWork- 

ingMonthsCalendar in Table 6.3. It con

tains information about the month of the 

year 2011 when the hospital is closed for the 

renovation.

When in one month the hospital is closed for renovation, in all of the days of that 

month, the hospital is closed. Based on the relation between the Day category and the 

Month category in the Time dimension in Figure 10, the above condition can be expressed 

as an intradimensional constraint, that involves different categories of a single dimension.

Intradimensional constraints can be captured as axioms in DL ontology. In order to 

represent the previously mentioned condition as axioms in DL, two new roles Holidays 

and RenovationTimes are introduced. Holidays and RenovationTimes contain information 

about holidays and the months that the hospital is closed for the renovation, respectively. 

In addition, we also introduce a new concept ClosedMonth equivalent to the domain of the 

role RenovationTimes containing the months when the hospital is closed for renovation. It 

satisfies the following constraint:

3 RenovationTim es-  =  C losedM onth  

The following axiom stands for the previously mentioned intradimensional constraint:

D ay  fl BRUnme-ClosedM onth  C 3H olidays-  (14)

the axiom 14 states that days of the months which the hospital is closed for the renovation, 

are also holidays. □

We have discussed the representation of the contextual dimensions into a DL-ontology 

in Chapter 5. Furthermore, we represented the contextual guidelines, the intra - and interdi

mensional semantic constraints as axioms in the DL-ontology. As a result of the ontological

Table 6.3: RenovationTimes

Month Calendar

April

May

Closed

Closed
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representation of the context, logical reasoning could be performed for extracting implicit 

information. In the following, we show how the ontological representation of the context 

can be used for assessing the quality of data by means of an example.

Example 5.5. Tom is a patient in a hospital. Several times a day different medical tests are 

performed on him, and his results are recorded. His doctor, John, wants to see Tom’s test 

values every day, to follow his evolution.

The data that John needs about Tom appear, among other, in the Patient Value relation 

in Table 1.1 (Page 3). John has a quality concern. He asks nurses to perform all the 

medical tests with instruments made by manufacturer M \. The context has information 

about hospital guideline:

Contextual Hospital Guideline 2: ’Medical tests on patients in standard care unit has 

to be taken with instruments made by manufacturer M i (Page 8).

In addition to the hospital guideline, in contextual relation PatientValueWard (Table 4.1, 

Page 51), we have the information about the medical tests results and the wards that the 

tests has performed in them.

The information explicitly provided by the contextual relation PatientValueWard is 

about the Ward category, but data about the Care-Unit, that could be used in combination 

with Guideline 2, belongs to a higher or more general category.

We have discussed the translation of the contextual dimension Location into the DL- 

ontology in Chapter 4 (Example 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.5). In addition, we also translated the 

contextual relation PatientValueWard into the DL-ontology in Example 4.6. Furthermore, 

previously in this chapter, we discussed the representation of the contextual guideline 2 in 

the TBox. Having the ontological representation of the contextual relation PatientValue

Ward (Table 4.1, Page 51), and the ontological representation of the Contextual Hospital 

Guideline 2, the following query asks about those tests’ results of the patients that are 

taken in the standard care-unit. The query is written in terms of the concepts and roles of
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the ontology, and is expressed as the conjunctive queries, in particular Datalog [21].

Q(p , v, h) <- P W PaHent(pw,p), P W Vatue(pw , v), P W Hour(pw, h), 

PWward(pw, tv), S tandardR ela te(w ),

where the roles P W p atient, P W Hour, PWvaiue and PWward are the roles of the ontology 

which are introduced for the translation of the contextual relation PatientValueWard (Table 

4.1, Page 51) into the TBox, StandardRelate is the concept of the ontology which contains 

all the instances of the Location dimension that has the element standard as an ancestor 

in the Care-Unit category (previously introduced for the representation of the Hospital 

Guideline 2 into the ontology in Example 5.2, Page 57).

The above query is asking about the test results of patients that are taken in the locations 

which have Standard as an ancestor in the Care-Unit category at different times. The 

concept StandardRelate is equivalent to the domain of the role RULocation when the range 

of the role RULocation, is restricted to the concept StandardCon (the concept that contains 

the element Standard, see Example 5.2, Page 57 for details). The set of axioms of the 

ontological representation of the Hospital Guideline 2 declare that the instruments that are 

used in one of locations related to the concept StandardRelate are made by the manufacturer 

M \. If the ontology is satisfiable, by logical reasoning the navigation through the hierarchy 

is done for obtaining all the locations that have the element Standard as an ancestor in 

the Care-Unit category. Those values of the tests’ results that are performed in the wards 

belong to the StandardRelate category are returned as the certain answers to the query Q. 

The certain answers to the query Q (quality instance) is illustrated in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Certain Answers

Patient Value Hour

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Lou Reed

Value-38.5

Value-38.2

Value-38.1

Value-38.0

Value-37.9

Hour-11:45/5/Sep/2011 

Hour-12:10/5/Sep/2011 

Hour-1 l:50/6/Sep/2011 

Hour-12:15/7/Sep/2011 

Hour-12:10/5/Sep/2011

The several possible contextual instance may become admissible candidates to be used 

for data quality assessment. The quality of relation PatientValue (Table 1.1) is assessed 

using the quality measure qrrii which is introduced in [16] (See Section 2.2, Page 21 for 

details):

f n \  I D  I ~ m a x{\ D'P{I) | : / i s  LCI} 
qm \{U ) \ D  \

The number of tuples of the relation PatientValue which is under quality assessment 

(| D  |) is 6 and the number of the certain answers to the query Q (| D'r (I)  |) is 5. The 

quality measure qm\ is evaluated to 0.17 which means the data in the relation PatientValue 

are almost quality data (since the value is near to 0).

□



Chapter 6

Experiments

6.1 Introduction

In Chapters 4 and 5, we introduced axioms for translating the extended M V  model into a 

description logic ontology. More precisely, we did the representation in a member of the 

DL-Lite family of DLs, D L -L ite^ .2+. We have also introduced axioms for representing 

the semantic constraints over the extended M .V . In this experiment the proposed axioms 

are written in the language of ontology web language (OWL), more precisely OWL 2 [47]. 

OWL 2 offers the representation of the classes, roles and datatypes.

OWL represents the class Nothing as a built-in classes with a predefined seman

tic. The class Nothing is compatible with the empty class (_L) in DL-Lite. An axiom 

Subclassify(C\ , C2) in OWL stands for the subclass axiom of DL-Lite for concepts C\ and 

C2 (Ci C C2). An intersection class axiom in OWL IntersectionOf(Ci, C2) represents the 

conjunction of classes Ci and C2 (Ci n  C2) in DL-Lite. An inverse object properties ax

iom InverseOf(Ri) in OWL corresponds to the inverse role property (R~) in DL-Lite. A 

minimum cardinality construct in OWL objectMinCardinality(n R) stands for the number 

restriction of the form >  n R  in D L-Lite^. An object property transitivity axiom Transi- 

tiveProperty(R) corresponds to the T ra (R )  axiom for the transitive role property in DL- 

Lite{'W f'>+. The SomeValuesFrom class construct stands for the existential quantification

64
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(3R .C ) in DL-Lite{w f +̂.

In this chapter, we show an experiment on representing our extended MTD, including 

semantic constraints in OWL. The experiment is based on the previously proposed rules. 

We will check the satisfiability of the resulting ontology, and also we will perform query 

answering over it for data quality assessment. We verify the satisfiability of the resulting 

ontology by the Pellet reasoner [54] (e.g. the reasoner verifies whether the concepts that 

are declared as disjoint concepts have any common instances or not).

The experiment is based on our running example about the different medical tests on 

patients in a hospital (cf. Example 1.1, Page 3). We consider contextual dimensions Lo

cation, Instrument and Time. The schema for these contextual dimensions can be found in 

Figures 3a, 6a and 10, respectively.

We consider three relations Instrument, Location and Time which contain contextual 

dimensions instances with the following schemas:

In s tru m e n t (model, brand, m anu fac tu rer, type, class)

Location(nurse, ward, unit, hospital, city, country)

Tim e(hour, day, m onth , sh i f t ,  week, year)

In addition, we have the following categorical and attributive relations:

P atien tV alueW ard(patien t, value, hour, ward)

H ospitalD escription(hospital, type, system )

In this experiment the following concepts, roles are involved:

Concepts: Each concept in OWL is represented by the construct: <owl:Class>.

•  Each of the categories in a dimension are represented by a concept name in OWL. 

For example the categories of the Location dimension (Figure 3a) are introduced by 

the concepts: Nurse, Ward, Care-Unit, Hospital, City, Country and All-Location.
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•  In order to represent the disjointness between the categories of each dimension in 

OWL, a concept which is equivalent to the conjunction of each two concepts (which 

are the representation of the categories of the dimension), is introduced. These 

concepts include the followings: NurseWard, NurseCare-Unit, Nurse Hospital, Nur

se City, NurseCountry, WardCare-Unit, ...

•  For representing the Hospital Guideline 2 (Page 8) in OWL, the following concepts 

are considered: MICon, StandardCon, MIRelate and StandardRelate.

•  In order to translate the relation PatientValueWard (Page 51) into the OWL, the con

cept PW  is introduced.

DataTypeProperty: Each datatype property (a role with the domain as a concept and range 

as a datatype) in OWL is represented by the axiom: <owl:DatatypeProperty>.

•  The datatype properties HospitalType and HospitalSystem are considered for repre

senting the attributive relation HospitalDescription (Table 1.7 in Example 1.6, Page 

10) in the TBox.

Roles: Each role in OWL is expressed by the construct: <owl:ObjectProperty>.

•  The partial order relation between the elements of each dimension in OWL is repre

sented by an object property: RUTime, RULocation and RUInstrument.

•  In order to represent the Hospital Guideline 2 (Page 8) in OWL, the object property 

Unitins is introduced.

•  In order to represent the categorical relation PatientValueWard (Table 4.1, Page 51) in 

OWL, the following object properties are introduced: PWPatient, PWValue, PWHour 

and PWWard.
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In this experiment, for representing the context as an ontology in OWL, the Protege 

software [40] is used. Protege is a free, open-source platform that implements a rich set 

of knowledge-modeling structures and actions that support the creation, visualization, and 

manipulation of ontologies in various representation formats. The relations containing di

mensions’ instances are defined in PostgreSQL [51].

The set of mappings for generating the ABox assertions is represented in Turtle syntax 

[11]. A Turtle document allows writing down an RDF graph in a compact textual form. 

An RDF graph is made up of triples consisting of a subject, predicate and object. The 

assertions in the ABox are generated from the set of the mappings written in Turtle syntax 

by using the Quest system [2].

6.2 Axioms in the TBox

At the first step, we considered a concept (an OWL class) for each of the categories in a 

dimension. Consider the dimension Location, the following code represents class Hospital 

which stands for the Hospital category in the Location dimension:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spital ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospitar7>

The above representation states that under the namespace 

’’http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl", there is a concept Hospital.

As shown in Chapter 4, categories are assumed to be disjoint. In other words, the 

conjunction of each two categories should be empty. We represent the disjointness between 

each two categories in a dimension using the ’empty set’ concept. The ’empty set’ concept 

is represented in OWL by a built-in class owhNothing.

In order to represent the intersection of the concepts Hospital and Care-Unit in the Lo

cation dimension is empty, we introduce concept HospitalCare-Unit which is equivalent to 

the intersection of the Hospital and the Care-Unit concepts (As introduced in Section 2.5.1

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spital
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospitar7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl
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(Page 27), the conjunction of concepts is a new concept). The concept HospitalCare-Unit 

is the subclass of the concept owl:Nothing. The concept HospitalCare-Unit is represented 

as follows:

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitalCare-Unit”>

<owl: equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”ColIection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitaF7> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing’7>

</owl:Class>

The above representation states that under the namespace 

"http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl”, a new concept HospitalCare-Unit is intro

duced which is equivalent to the intersection of the concepts Care-Unit and Hospital and 

is the subclass of the built in concept Nothing.

Each attribute in an attributive relation is translated as a role relating the elements of a 

category to a data value. Consider the attributive relation HospitalDescription in Table 1.7 

(Example 1.6, Page 10) providing description for the elements of the Hospital category in 

the Location dimension with the following schema:

HospitalDescription (Hospital, Type, System)

The datatype property HospitalType describes the type of the hospitals of the Hospital 

category and is represented as follows:

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitalCare-Unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitaF7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%e2%80%9d
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< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalType ->

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitalType”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&xsd;string”/>

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

The above representation states that under the namespace 

’’http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owr’, the datatype property HospitalType has 

the domain as Hospital and the range as the datatype String.

The partial order relation between the elements of the categories of a dimension is 

represented in the TBox by a role which is transitive.

In our experiment, consider the contextual dimension Location, the partial order rela

tion between the elements of its categories is represented in OWL by the object property 

RULocation. The object property RULocation has the following properties:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n ->

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”&owl;TransitiveProperty”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All-Location”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitarV> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitalType%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owr%e2%80%99
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-Location%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitarV
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
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<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward’7>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward’7> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

The above declarations state that under the namespace 

’’http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl”, the object property RULocation is transi

tive and has the domain as all of the concepts which stand for the categories of the 

Location dimension except the All-Location concept (top category). The role RULocation 

has a range as all of the concepts which stand for the categories of the Location dimension 

except the Nurse concept (bottom category).

The object property InvRULocation is declared as an inverse of the object property 

RULocation:

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvRUL0cati0n ->

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”> 

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation’7> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

Consider the categories Ward and Care-Unit of the Location dimension. If they are 

connected as Ward Care-Unit, and the role RULocation stands for the partial order 

relation between the instances of the categories of the Location dimension, the relation 

between the categories Ward and Care-Unit is represented in OWL as follows:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Care-Unit ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward’7>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvRUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Care-Unit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%997
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</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

The above representation describes that if the range of the role RULocation is the con

cept Care-Unit then its domain should include the concept Ward instances.

The schema of the contextual dimensions Instrument (Figure 6a) and the schema of the 

contextual dimension Time (Figure 10) are also represented in OWL in a same way.

The categorical relation PatientValueWard (Table 4.1, Page 51) contains data about all 

the patients and the wards they were staying each day. In Example 4.6, we showed how the 

categorical relation PatientValueWard is represented as a concept in DL. The representation 

of the relation PatientValueWard as the concept PW  in OWL is as follows:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb,org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

The above representation states that under the namespace 

’’http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owT’, there is a concept PW.

In order to represent the relation PatientValueWard into the DL, object properties PW- 

Patient, PWWard, PWValue and PWHour are introduced in Example 4.6 (Page 51). These 

object properties are as follows:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWPatient ->  

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWPatient”>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

The above representations declares that under the namespace 

"http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl”, there is an object property PWPatient with the

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW
http://www.semanticweb,org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owT%e2%80%99
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWPatient
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWPatient%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%e2%80%9d
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domain as the P W  concept and the range as the Patient concept.

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWValue ->

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PWValue”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/>

</owl: ObjectProperty >

The above representations declares that under the namespace

’’h ttp://w w w .sem anticw eb.org/thesis.ow l”, there is an object property PWValue with the do

main as the P W  concept and the range as the Value concept.

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWH0ur ->

< owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PWHour”> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

The above representations declares that under the namespace

"http://w w w .sem anticw eb.org/thesis.ow l”, there is an object property PW H our with the do

main as the P W  concept and the range as the H our  concept.

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWWard ->

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PWWard”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW’7>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

The above representations declares that under the namespace

’’http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl”, there is an object property PWward with 

the domain as the PW  concept and the range as the Ward concept.

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWValue
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PWValue%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWH0ur
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PWHour%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWWard
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PWWard%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%e2%80%9d
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6.2.1 Representation of Semantic Constraints

In Chapter 5, we introduced axioms for representing the semantic constraints over the con

textual dimensions. In particular, we proposed rules for representing homogeneity, contex

tual guidelines, interdimensional constraints and intradimensional constraints.

The translation of the Contextual Guideline 2 (Page 8) as an axiom into the TBox is 

discussed in Example 5.2 (Page 57).

In order to add the axioms for the representation of the Contextual Guideline 2 in OWL, 

first, we need to introduce a subclass of the concept Manufacturer and a subclass of the 

concept Care-Unit which are concepts M \Con and StandardCon, respectively. See Page 

57 for details:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#MlC0n ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlCon”> 

<rdfs:subClassOfrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer’7> 

</owl: Class >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#StandardC0n ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardCon”> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit’7> 

</owl:Class>

As discussed on Page 57, we also need to introduce two new concepts which are Stan- 

dardRelate and Mi Relate. The new concepts and their properties are represented as fol

lows:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#MlRelate ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlRelate”>

< owl: equivalentClass >

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23MlC0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlCon%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23StandardC0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardCon%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23MlRelate
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlRelate%e2%80%9d
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<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument’7> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlCon’7> 

</owl: Restriction >

</owl:equivalentClass>

</owl:Class>

The above representations describe that the concept MIRelate is equivalent to those 

instances of the domain of the role RUInstrument when the range of the role RUInstrument 

is restricted to the concept M l Con.

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis#StandardRelate ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardRelate”> 

<owl:equivalentClass >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation’7> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardCon’7> 

</owl:Restriction>

</owl:equivalentClass>

</owl:Class>

The above representation describes that the concept StandardRelate is equivalent to 

those instances of the domain of the role RULocation when the range of the role RULoca

tion is restricted to the concept StandardCon.

The object property Unitins and its inverse which are used for representing the Contex

tual Guideline 2 (see Page 57 for details), are introduced by the followings:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitIns ->

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#UnitIns”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlCon%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis%23StandardRelate
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardRelate%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardCon%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitIns
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23UnitIns%e2%80%9d
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<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand’7>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder7>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse’7>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward’7>

</owl: Obj ectProperty >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvUnitIns ->

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvUnitIns”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer’7>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder7>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>

An axiom for representing the Contextual Guideline 2 is introduced in Example 5.2 

(Page 57) and is represented in OWL as:

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Guideline ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Guideline”>

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvUnitIns”> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardRelate”> 

</owl:Restriction>

</owl :equivalentClass >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvUnitIns
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvUnitIns%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Guideline
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Guideline%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvUnitIns%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardRelate%e2%80%9d
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<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlRelate’7> 

</owl:Class>

The above representation states that if a medical test is performed in one of the loca

tions related to the standard care unit, the instrument which is used in the test, is made by 

manufacturer M j .

6.3 ABox Assertions

In the pervious section, we discussed the representation of the TBox’s concepts and roles 

in OWL. The instances of the concepts and roles in the TBox are asserted in the ABox.

In this experiment, a dimension instance for the dimension Location is stored in a re

lation Location in the data source. The data source is a PostgreSQL database [51] and the 

reasoner uses the following information to connect to it:

connectionUrl: jdbc:postgresql://localhost:5432/example. thesis 

username: postgres

password: ****

driverClass: org.postgresql.Driver

The relation Location in the database example.thesis has the following schema: 

Location(

Nurse VARCHAR(IO),

Ward VARCHAR(S),

Unit VARCHAR(IO),

Hospital VARCHAR(5),

city VARCHAR(IO),

country VARCHAR(IO)

)

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlRelate%e2%80%997
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A dimension instance for the contextual dimension Instrument is stored in the relation

Instrument in the database. The relation Instrument has the following schema:

Instrument

Model VARCHAR(IO),

Brand VARCHAR(5),

Manufacturer VARCHAR(5),

InsType VARCHAR(IO),

InsClass VARCHAR(IO)

)

A dimension instance for the contextual dimension Time is stored in the database in the 

relation Time with the following schema:

Time(

Hour VARCHAR(IO),

Day VARCHAR(IO),

Month VARCHAR(IO),

Shift VARCHAR(IO),

Week VARCHAR(IO),

Year /AT

)

In Section 2.5.1 (Page 30), we discussed the mapping mechanism for linking the exist

ing data in the data source to the ontology. The idea of the representation of the mappings 

is that by evaluating a query over the data sources, facts for constituting the ABox A  asser

tions are retrieved. Figure 12 illustrates this idea.

In this experiment, each mapping is defined as a pair of source, an arbitrary SQL query 

over the database, and the target, a triple template that contains placeholders referencing 

column names mentioned in the source query.
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Figure 12: Mapping a Data Source to an Ontology

The query over the concepts and roles in the TBox is called target. The target has a triple 

template and is written as an RDF subject-predicate-object graph. The Turtle syntax [11] 

is adapted to represent the target in mapping assertions.

Consider the location relation and its attribute ward in the database. We want to model 

the fact that the ward € location corresponds to the Ward of a hospital in the ontology. In 

order to assert a mapping, the source query is written in SQL and is expressed as follows:

select ward from location

The above query returns the values of the ward attribute of the location dimension. The 

target query over the concept Ward in the TBox is expressed as:

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-$ward”> a 

< http ://www. semanticweb.org/thesis .owl#Ward >  .

Above, < "http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owWWard-$ward’’> is the subject in 

the RDF triple. a stands for the predicate rdf:type. The URI resource

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-$ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owWWard-$ward%e2%80%99%e2%80%99
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<http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owWWard> is the object of the RDF triple. A map

ping axiom generates RDF triples, one set of RDF triples for each result row returned by 

the source query. The triples are created by replacing the $ward in the target with the values 

from the row.

In this experiment, the relation Location in the database has 10 tuples, and the relation 

Instrument contains 10 tuples. The relation Time has 20 tuples. Each of the relations Hospi

talDescription and HospitalFounded has 5 tuples. The relation PatientValueWard contains 

10 tuples. After generating the instances of the concepts and roles from the mappings, there 

exists 120 assertions to the concepts and 164 assertions to the roles in the ABox.

6.4 Data Quality Assessment

In this experiment, data quality is addressed in relation to the discrepancy between the 

actual stored values and the real values that were supposed or expected to be stored, and 

is determined by a context that enables data quality analysis. Let us now, review the data 

quality problem that we were deal with in Example 1.4 (Page 7).

Tom is a patient in a hospital. Several times a day different medical tests are performed 

on him, and his results are recorded. His doctor, John, wants to see Tom’s test values every 

day, to follow his evolution.

The data that John needs about Tom appear, among other, in the PatientValue relation 

in Table 7.1. John has a quality concern. He asks nurses to perform all the medical tests 

with instruments made by manufacturer M i.

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owWWard
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Table 7.1: PatientValue

Patient Value Time

Tom Waits 38.5 11:45/5/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.2 12:10/5/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.1 11:50/6/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 38.0 12:15/7/Sep/2011

Tom Waits 110/70 1 l:45/8/Sep/2011

Lou Reed 37.9 12:10/5/Sep/2011

The context has information about hospital guideline:

Contextual Hospital Guideline 2: ’Medical tests on patients in standard care unit has 

to be taken with instruments made by manufacturer Mi ’ (Page 8).

Consider the contextual relation PatientValueWard in Table 4.1 (Page 51). It contains 

all the values of different medical tests that are performed on patients by using instruments 

in different wards of the hospital at different times. The information explicitly provided 

by the contextual relation PatientValueWard is about the Ward category, but data about the 

Care Units, that could be used in combination with Guideline 2, belongs to a higher or 

more general category in the Location dimension (Figure 3, Page 9).

Contextual relation PatientValueWard is translated into the DL-ontology in Example 

4.6 (Page 51) and is represented in OWL on Page 71. In addition, Contextual Hospital 

Guideline 2 is translated into the axioms in the TBox in Example 5.2 (Page 57) and is 

represented in OWL on Page 73. The contextual dimension Location (Figure 3, Page 9) 

that could be used in combination with Guideline 2 is translated into the DL-ontology in 

Examples 4.1 to 4.5, and its OWL representation is discussed on Pages 67 to 71.

The axioms for the representation of the Contextual Hospital Guideline 2 hold in all of
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Figure 13: Ontology Satisfiability Verification

the models of the ontology if the ontology is satisfiable. The satisfiability of the represented 

ontology in this experiment is verified by the Pellet reasoner [54], which is an open-source 

Java based OWL DL reasoner. The log file of the reasoning process is illustrated in Figure 

13.

The Contextual Hospital Guideline 2 provides the information about the care units of 

the hospital. The care unit that each ward belongs to, can be realized by rolling up from 

the Ward category to the Care-Unit category in the contextual dimension Location (Figure 

3, Page 9). The navigation from the Ward category to the Care-Unit category in the onto

logical representation of the contextual dimension Location is a reasoning service that is 

provided by the reasoner. Having the ontological representation of the contextual relation 

PatientValueWard (Table 4.1, Page 51), and the ontological representation of the Contextual 

Hospital Guideline 2, the following query asks about those tests’ results of the patients that 

are taken in the standard care-unit. The query is written in terms of the concepts and roles
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of the ontology, and is expressed as the conjunctive queries, in particular Datalog [21].

Q ( P ,  V ,  h )  < -  P W p a t i e n t { p W , p ) , P W V a l u e ( p W , v ) , P W H m j r ( p W , h ) ,  

PWward(pw, w), S tandardRelate(w) ,

where the roles P W patient, P W  H o u r ,  P W y aiue and PWward are the roles of the ontology 

which are introduced for the translation of the contextual relation PatientValueWard (Table 

4.1, Page 51) into the TBox, StandardRelate is the concept of the ontology which contains 

all the instances of the Location dimension that has the element standard as an ancestor 

in the Care-Unit category (previously introduced for the representation of the Hospital 

Guideline 2 into the ontology in Example 5.2, Page 57). In our experiment this query is 

expressed in SPARQL [49] as:

PREFIX rdf: < http://www.w3.Org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

PREFIXfoaf: <http://www. semanticweb. org/thesis. owl#>

SELECT DISTINCT ?patient ?value ?hour

WHERE { ?pwfoaf:PWPatient ?patient. ?pw foaf:PWValue /value.

?pwfoaf:PWHour /hour. Zpwfoaf:PWWard Zw. Zw rdf'type 

foaf: StandardRelate. }

where the roles PWPatient, PWValue, PWWard and PWHour stand for the owl representa

tion of the roles PWPatient, PWValue, PWWard and PWHour of the DL-ontology respec

tively, and the concept StandardRelate corresponds to the owl representation of the concept 

StandardRelate in the DL-ontology.

The above query is asking about the test results of patients that are taken in the locations 

which have Standard as an ancestor in the Care-Unit category at different times. The 

concept StandardRelate is equivalent to the domain of the role RULocation when the range 

of the role RULocation, is restricted to the concept StandardCon (the concept that contains 

the element Standard, see Example 5.2, Page 57 for details). The set of axioms of the

http://www.w3.Org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns%23
http://www.%20semanticweb.%20org/thesis.%20owl%23
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ontological representation of the Hospital Guideline 2 declare that the instruments that are 

used in one of locations related to the concept StandardRelate are made by the manufacturer 

M i. The satisfiability of these axioms is verified by the Pellet reasoner and the reasoner by 

navigating through the hierarchy obtains all the locations that have the element Standard as 

an ancestor in the Care-Unit category. Those values of the tests’ results that are performed 

in the wards belong to the StandardRelate category are returned by the reasoner as the 

certain answers to the query Q. The certain answers to the query Q (quality instance) is 

illustrated in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Certain Answers

Patient Value Hour

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Tom Waits 

Patient-Lou Reed

Value-38.5

Value-38.2

Value-38.1

Value-38.0

Value-37.9

Hour-11:45/5/Sep/2011 

Hour-12:10/5/Sep/2011 

Hour-11:50/6/Sep/2011 

Hour-12:15/7/Sep/2011 

Hour-12:10/5/Sep/2011

The answers to the query Q is intended to contain only results of the tests which are 

performed by the instruments that are made by manufacturer M i.

Every model of the ontology provides a set of answers to the query Q. Each set of 

answers (also called the legal contextual instance (LCI) for the ontological context) also 

contains the interpretation of the certain answers and belongs to the class of the quality 

versions of the relation PatientValue (Table 1.1, Page 3). The certain answers appear in 

Table 7.1 corresponds to the smallest LCI for the ontological context, no subset of it is an 

LCI.
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In this experiment, the several possible contextual instance may become admissible 

candidates to be used for data quality assessment. The quality of relation PatientValue 

(Table 7.1) is assessed using the quality measure qm i which is introduced in [16] (See 

Section 2.2, Page 21 for details):

1̂ 1 ~ m a x {  | D U I)  | : /  is LCI} 
qrrn(D) : = -------------------------------------------------

The number of tuples of the relation PatientValue which is under quality assessment 

(| D  |) is 6 and the number of the certain answers to the query Q (| D'r (I)  |) is 5. The 

quality measure qmi is evaluated to 0.17 which means the data in the relation PatientValue 

are almost quality data (since the value is near to 0).



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

A hierarchal framework for organizing data quality dimensions is proposed in [56], with a 

discussion of high-quality data as intrinsically good, contextually appropriate for the task, 

and clearly represented and accessible to the data consumer. Research on data quality 

problems are mainly based on the implicit assumption that data errors are mostly syntactic 

errors [10]. As discussed in [38], data quality may also be related to the semantic of data. 

For example, a data quality problem occurs when there is a difference between the intended 

meaning (according to its producer) and interpreted meaning (according to its consumer) 

of a data value. The discrepancy occurs because the communication between the data 

producer and costumer is not clear.

In this work, we discussed about the dependency of the quality of data on contexts. 

There are proposals on using contexts in data management before [16] [19] [45].

There are some previous proposals for using contexts in data management [16] [18]

[19], including some dimensional aspects [20]. In [18], contextual commonsense assump

tions are expressed as sets of variables that may be a point of interest for an agent. The 

values of those variables influence the agent’s actions. The representation of context 

in [18] [20] is based on a tree-like context model, whose instances are sets of context
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elements, in essence, collections of attribute-value pairs, e.g. role = ‘CEO’, situation = 

‘in-office’ and location = ‘city’. Context-aware views are automatically or semi automat

ically generated from a given database and a contextual instance, allowing to see the data 

from different perspectives or points of view. The model also allows for the specification 

of constraints on a context instance, e.g. stating that when a role is ‘CEO’, a situation 

cannot be ‘on-site’. In our work, this type of conditions is captured by interdimensional 

constraints.

A context can be defined as a partial description of the world [32] [33]. Each context 

is represented in a formal language, and checking the satisfiability of a formula in that 

language is local and performed in its context. In addition, contexts mutually influence 

themselves and different forms of reasoning, in different contexts, are made compatible.

The other proposals for context-aware systems is discussed in both [43] [44]. The model 

that is argued in [43] is the natural extension of the relational model in which contexts are 

the first class citizens. The context is represented from different perspectives in different 

levels of detail. In [43] [44] an extension of relational algebra is introduced for querying 

multidimensional context.

Our framework for data quality assessment is based on [15] [16]. In [16], quality in

stances are obtained by interaction with additional contextual data or metadata. The con

texts in [16] are represented in the theory of relational databases and are defined as addi

tional information that exist in some relations.

Based on the data quality assessment framework [15] [16], the quality of a database D 

is assessed by considering a context which is represented as an external system containing 

additional data, metadata, and definitions of quality predicates. The instance D  is ’put 

in context’ through the schema mappings; and after contextual processing of the data, a 

collection of alternative clean versions D f of D  is produced. The quality of D  is measured 

in terms of its distance to D'.

In this work we extend the context model introduced in [15] [16], by adding rules,
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dimensions, dimensional data, and, finally putting all this together as a DL ontology. An 

ontology provides language components and constructs for representing knowledge about 

a domain of interest, and also reasoning capabilities.

There are other proposals for representing data warehouse conceptual schema [28]

[29] [52], They start from the descriptions of DWH schemas as extended entity rela

tionship (EER) diagrams, and provide the formal semantics for the EER representation 

via the A C C T X  description logic [35]. The proposed data model is used to introduce 

complex descriptions for the structure of the aggregated entities. The high expressive DL, 

A C C T X  is used to provide the semantic to the proposed EER including aggregated entities. 

AC C F X  description logic offers role composition and concept disjunction for representing 

aggregated concepts. However, using a multidimensional model and a multidimensional 

databases within the context serves purposes not traditionally found in data warehousing. 

Hence, in the proposed ontological representation of context, there is no need for repre

senting aggregated entities. The complexity of A C C F X  is PSpace-complete for concept 

satisfiability checking [35].

In this work, we have focused mainly on the introduction of contextual dimension for 

navigating in search for the data required to assess the quality of another set of data. This 

also allows doing data quality assessment from multiple views and level of granularity. Fur

thermore, we also introduced the intra- and interdimensional semantic constraints. These 

constraints are particularly interesting since they do not commonly appear in MDDBs. We 

also show how these constraints can be captured as axioms in the DL ontology.

In this thesis, we also discussed about the representation of the M V  constraint, homo

geneity. Notice that for the representation of the M .V  constraint, strictness, the combina

tion of role transitivity and functionality is problematic and result in the undecidability [36]. 

For example, consider the Instrument dimension in Example 4.5. For expressing that each 

type of the instrument from the Type category can have only one parent in the Class cate

gory, it is not possible to have the axiom such as: Type  fl >  2 In s tru m en t.C l ass □  perp.
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The previous axiom states that each member of the Type category can have at most one 

parent in the Class category.

In this work, we represented the context as an ontology written in DL-Lite family of 

description logic. More precisely, we represented contexts as ontologies written in a de

scription logic of the DL-Lite family [23], actually, D L - L i t e [5]. DL-Lite family of 

description logic supports most of the reasoning tasks that are done by DLs, while main

taining the good computational properties.

In this thesis, we have focused mainly on the introduction of contextual dimension for 

navigating in search for the data required to assess the quality of another set of data. This 

also allows doing data quality assessment from multiple views and level of granularity.

7.2 Future Work

Our work leaves several open problems that are matter of ongoing and future research:

•  An investigation of the quality query answering through the ontological context.

•  An exploration on the alternative representations for the contextual ontologies and 

the access to data through them, e.g. using Datalogt [21].

•  An integration of our framework and the specification of explicit, lower-level data 

quality predicates [38] should be discussed and defined.

•  A detailed and comparative analysis of the quality measures mentioned in this thesis 

should be investigated.
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Appendix A

OWL Representation of the Context

<?xml version=”1.0”?>

< IDOCTYPE rdf:RDF [ < IENTITY owl ”http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#” >

<!ENTITY xsd ’’http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#” >

< IENTITY rdfs ’’http://www.w3.Org/2000/01/rdf-schema#” >

< IENTITY rdf ’’http://www.w3.Org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#” >

]>

<rdf:RDF xmlns=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#” 

xml:base=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl” 

xmlns:rdfs=”http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#” 

xmlns: owl=”http ://w w w. w3 .org/2002/07/owl#” 

xmlns:xsd=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#” 

xmlns :rdf=”http ://www.w3 .org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#” >

< owl :Ontology rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl”/>

< ! -

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// Object Properties
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//

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll

- >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalF0unded ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;HospitalFounded”> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Day”/>

< rdfs rdomain rdf :resource=”&thesis ;Hospital’ ’/ > 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvH0spitalF0unded ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;InvHospitalFounded”> 

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource=”&thesis;HospitalFounded’7> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#InvRUInstn1ment ->  

CowhObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;InvRUInstrument”>

< rdfs :domain rdf :resource=”&thesis; All-Instrument”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Brand”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Brand”/>

< rdfs: range rdf:resource=”&thesis ;Class”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Class”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Manufacturer”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Manufacturer”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Model”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Type”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Type”/>

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvRUL0cati0n ->

< owl: ObjectProperty rdf: about=”&thesis ;InvRULocation” >

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalF0unded
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvH0spitalF0unded
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23InvRUInstn1ment
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvRUL0cati0n
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< rdfs: domain rdf: resource=”&thesis;All-Location”/>

< rdfs: domain rdf: resource=”&thesi s ;Care-Unit”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Care-Unit”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;City”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;City”/>  

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Country”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Country”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hospitar7> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hospital”/>  

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Nurse”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Ward”/>

< rdfs: domain rdf: resource=”&thesis;Ward”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvRUTime ->  

< owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;InvRUTime”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;All-Time”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Day”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Day”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hour”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Month”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Month”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Shift”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Shift”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Week”/>  

<rdfs:rangerdf:resource=”&thesis;Week”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Year”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Year”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvRUTime
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< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvUnitIns ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;InvUnitIns”> 

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource=”&thesis;UnitIns”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWH0ur ->

< owl :ObjectProperty rdf: about=”&thesis ;PWHour” >

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hour”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;PW”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWPatient ->

< owl: ObjectProperty rdf: about=”&thesis ;PWPatient” >

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;PW”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Patient”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWValue ->

< owl: Obj ectProperty rdf :about=”&thesi s;PWValue” >

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;PW”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Value”/>

</owl :ObjectProperty >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWWard ->

< owl :ObjectProperty rdf: about=”&thesi s ;PWWard” >

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;PW”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Ward”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUInstrument ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;RUInstrument”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”&owl;TransitiveProperty”/>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvUnitIns
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWH0ur
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWPatient
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWValue
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWWard
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUInstrument


<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;All-Instrument’7>

< rdfs :range rdf :resource=”&thesis ;Brand”/>

< rdfs: domain rdf: resource=”&thesis ;Brand”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Class”/>

< rdfs: range rdf: resource=”&thesis ;Class”/>

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource=”&thesis;InvRUInstrumenf7> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Manufacturer”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Manufacturer”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Model”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Type”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;iype”/>

</owl: ObjectProperty >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n ->

< owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;RULocation”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”&owl;TransitiveProperty”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;All-Location”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Care-Unit”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Care-Unit”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;City”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;City”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Country”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Country”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hospitar7> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hospitar’/> 

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource=”&thesis;InvRULocation”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Nurse”/> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Ward”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Ward”/>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
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</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;RUTime”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”&owl;TransitiveProperty”/> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;All-Time”/>

< rdfs: domain rdf: resource=”&thesis ;Day”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Day”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hour”/>

<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource=”&thesis;InvRUTime”/>  

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Month”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Month”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Shift”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Shift”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Week”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Week”/>

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Year”/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&thesis;Year”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#RenovationTimes ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;RenovationTimes”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;ClosedMonth”/> 

</owl:ObjectProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitIns ->  

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=”&thesis;UnitIns”/>

< ! -

< ! -

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23RenovationTimes
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitIns
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//

// Data properties 

//

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

- >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalSystem ->

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitalSystem”> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=”&thesis;Hospitar7>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&xsd;string”/>

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalType ->

<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitalType”>

<rdfs: domain rdf: resource=”&thesis ;Hospital’’/>

<rdfs:range rdf:resource=”&xsd;string”/>

</owl:DatatypeProperty>

< ! -

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//

// Classes 

//

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

- >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#All-Instrument ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All-Instrument”>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUInstrument”/>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalSystem
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitalSystem%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitalType%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23All-Instrument
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-Instrument%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
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<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUInstrument”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#All-L0cati0n ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All-Location”>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs: subClassOf >

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#All-Time ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All-Time”>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

< owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/> 

<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

</owl:Class>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23All-L0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-Location%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23All-Time
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-Time%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
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< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Brand ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUInstrument”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer’7> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#BrandClass ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#BrandClass”>

< owl: equi valentClass >

<owl:Class>

< owl: intersectionOf rdf: parseType=”Collection” >

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/>

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#BrandManufacturer ->

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Brand
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23BrandClass
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23BrandClass%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23BrandManufacturer
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<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#BrandManufacturer”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/> 

<rdf:Descriptionrdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#BrandType ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#BrandType”>

< owl :equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

< owhintersectionOf rdf: parseType=”Collection” >

< rdf: Description rdf: about=”http://www. semanticweb.org/thesis .owl#Brand”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Care-Unit ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23BrandManufacturer%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23BrandType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23BrandType%e2%80%9d
http://www
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Care-Unit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
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<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward’7> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

< owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitarV> 

</owl Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#City ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Thing”/>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

< rdfs: subClassOf >

< owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/> 

<owl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#CityC0untry ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#CityCountry”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitarV
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23City
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23CityC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23CityCountry%e2%80%9d
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<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Class ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onPropertyrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument”/>

<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All- 
Instrument”/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

< owl: onProperty rdf: resource=”http ://w w w. semantic web.org/thesis. owl#InvRUInstrument”/>  

<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#C0untry ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Class
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23C0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d
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<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http ://www. semanticweb.org/thesi s.owl# All- 
Location”/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Day ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/>

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/>

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Day
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
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</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.seraanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#DayM0nth ->

< owl: Class rdf: about=”http ://www. semantic web. org/thesis .owl#Day Month” >

< owl :equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf: Description rdf: about=”http ://www. semanticweb.org/thesis .owl#Day”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#DayYear ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#DayYear”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Guide ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Guide”>

http://www.seraanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23DayM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23DayYear
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23DayYear%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Guide
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Guide%e2%80%9d
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<owl:equivalentClass>

Cowl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvUnitIns”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardRelate”/> 

</owl Restriction >

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#M 1 Relate”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spital - >

< owl: Class rdf: about=”http://w w w. semantic web. org/thesis.owl#Hospital” >

< rdfs :subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

Cowl: Restriction >

Cowl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/>

cowl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care- 
Unit”/>

C /owl:Restriction>

C/rdfs:subClassOf>

c/owl:Class>

C !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalCity ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitalCity”>

Cowl: equivalentClass > 

cowl:Class>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvUnitIns%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardRelate%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23M
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spital
http://w
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalCity
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitalCity%e2%80%9d
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<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/> 

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

< rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl ;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalC0untry ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitalCountry”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl: intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection” >

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

</owl Restriction >

</rdfs: subClassOf >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitalCountry%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
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<rdfs:subClassOf>

Cowl: Restrictions

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/> 

Cowl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/> 

C/owl:Restriction>

C/rdfs: subClassOf > 

c/owl:Class>

c ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urDay ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourDay”> 

Cowl:equivalentClass>

Cowl:Class> 

cowl: intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

Crdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

Crdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/> 

C/owl:intersectionOf>

C/owl:Class>

C/owl: equivalentClass >

Crdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

C/owl:Class>

c ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urM0nth ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourMonth”>

Cowl: equivalentClass >

Cowl:Class>

C owl: intersectionOf rdf :parseType=”Collection” >

Crdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/> 

Crdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

C/owl:intersectionOf> 

c/owl:Class>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urDay
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourDay%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourMonth%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
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</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owI;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urShift ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourShift”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/> 

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urWeek ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourWeek”>

< owl: equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

< rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl :equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urShift
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourShift%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urWeek
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourWeek%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
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< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urYear ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourYear”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

CowhintersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/>

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

CrdfsrsubClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#MlC0n ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlCon”>

Crdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

C/owl:Class>

C l- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#MlRelate ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlRelate”>

C owl: equivalentClass >

C owl: Restriction >

CowhonProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument”/> 

Cowl:someValuesFromrdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MlCon”/> 

C/owl:Restriction>

C/owl: equivalentClass >

C/owl:Class>

c ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Manufacturer ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urYear
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourYear%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23MlC0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlCon%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23MlRelate
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlRelate%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MlCon%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Manufacturer
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d
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<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All- 
Instrument”/>

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs: subClassOf >

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUInstrument”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ManufacturerClass ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ManufacturerClass”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#CIass”/> 

<rdf:Descriptionrdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl :equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ManufacturerType ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ManufacturerType”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ManufacturerClass
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ManufacturerClass%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23CIass%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ManufacturerType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ManufacturerType%e2%80%9d
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< owl :equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

Cowl:intersectionOf rdf: parseType=”Collection”> 

Crdf:Descriptionrdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

Crdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource=”&owl ;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0dalClass ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModalClass”> 

Cowl:equivalentClass>

Cowl:Class>

Cowl: intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

Crdf: Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/> 

Crdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/> 

C/owl:intersectionOf>

C/owl:Class>

C/owl:equivalentClass>

Crdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

C/owl:Class>

C !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0del ->

CowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”>

Crdfs: subClassOf >

Cowl:Restriction>

CowhonProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrament”/> 

Cowl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0dalClass
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModalClass%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0del
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrament%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
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</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

< owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf :resource=”http://w ww. semantic web.org/thesi s .owl#Brand”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

</owl:Class>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0delBrand ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModelBrand”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

< rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0delManufacturer ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModelManufacturer”>

< owl :equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

< owl: intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”> 

<rdf:Descriptionrdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://w
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0delBrand
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModelBrand%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0delManufacturer
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModelManufacturer%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
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</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0delType ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModelType”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0nth ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/> 

<owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0delType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModelType%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
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< owl: someValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0nthYear ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MonthYear”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month’7>

<rdf: Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing’7>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”> 

crdfs: subClassOf >

<owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation’7> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward’7> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseCity ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#NurseCity”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0nthYear
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MonthYear%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseCity
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23NurseCity%e2%80%9d
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<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

< owl: intersectionOf rdf rparseTy pe=”Collection” >

< rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseC0untry ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#NurseCountry”>

<owl :equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl: Class >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseH0spital ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#NurseHospital”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

< owl: intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23NurseCountry%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseH0spital
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23NurseHospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
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< rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/> 

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl: Class >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseUnit ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#NurseUnit”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

< rdf: Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

< /owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource=”&owl ;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#NurseWard ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#NurseWard”>

< owl: equivalentClass >

<owl: Class >

< owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection” >

< rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/> 

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseUnit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23NurseUnit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23NurseWard
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23NurseWard%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
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< rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource=”&owl ;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Patient ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient’7>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Shift ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftDay ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ShiftDay”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

< owl: intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection” >

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Patient
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Shift
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftDay
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ShiftDay%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
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<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift’7> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftM0nth ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ShiftMonth”>

< owl: equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftWeek ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ShiftWeek”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf: Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/>

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ShiftMonth%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftWeek
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ShiftWeek%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
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<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftYear ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ShiftYear”>

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/>

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#StandardC0n ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardCon”>

< rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#StandardRelate ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardRelate”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardCon”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</owl:equivalentClass>

</owl:Class>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftYear
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ShiftYear%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23StandardC0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardCon%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23StandardRelate
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardRelate%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardCon%e2%80%9d/
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< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Type - >

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

Cowl: Restriction >

< owl: onProperty rdf :resource=”http://w ww. semantic web.org/thesis .owl#InvRUInstrument”/ > 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder’/>

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUInstrument”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#TypeClass ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#TypeClass”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

< owhintersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/>

< rdf: Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitCity - >

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Type
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d
http://w
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder%e2%80%99/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUInstrument%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23TypeClass
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23TypeClass%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitCity
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<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#UnitCity”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl: intersectionOf rdf: parseType=”Collection” >

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/>

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitC0untry ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#UnitCountry”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

CowhintersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitH0spital ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#UnitHospital”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

CowhintersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23UnitCity%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23UnitCountry%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitH0spital
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23UnitHospital%e2%80%9d
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<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospitar7>

</owl: intersectionOf >

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Value ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Ward ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”>

<rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Thing”/>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRULocation”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl: Restriction >

<owl: onProperty rdf :resource=”http ://www. semantic web.org/thesis.owl#RULocation”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care- 
Unit”/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardCity ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WardCity”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospitar7
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Value
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Ward
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRULocation%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardCity
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WardCity%e2%80%9d
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< owl: equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

< rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardC0untry ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WardCountry”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl: Class >

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardH0spital ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WardHospital”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital”/ >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WardCountry%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardH0spital
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WardHospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital%e2%80%9d/
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< rdf: Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

< rdfs: subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing’7>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardUnit ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WardUnit”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

< owl untersectionOf rdf: parseType=”Collection” >

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl: equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Week ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”>

<rdfs:subClassOf>

< owl: Restriction >

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/> 

<owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs: subClassOf >

<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardUnit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WardUnit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Week
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
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<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/> 

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WeekDay ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WeekDay”>

< owl :equivalentClass >

<owl:Class>

CowhintersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WeekM0nth ->  

cowhClass rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WeekMonth”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

< owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass>

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WeekDay
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WeekDay%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WeekM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WeekMonth%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
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</owl: Class >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WeekYear - >

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WeekYear”> 

<owl:equivalentClass>

<owl:Class>

<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType=”Collection”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year’7> 

</owl:intersectionOf>

</owl:Class>

</owl:equivalentClass >

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”&owl;Nothing”/>

</owl:Class>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Year ->

<owl:Class rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”>

<rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#RUTime”/>

< owl: some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All- 
Time”/>

</owl:Restriction>

</rdfs:subClassOf>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WeekYear
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WeekYear%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Year
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23RUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-
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< rdfs: subClassOf >

<owl:Restriction>

<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#InvRUTime”/> 

<owl:some ValuesFrom rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

</owl: Restriction >

</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl: Class >

< ! -

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH

II

I I Individuals 

//

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

- >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Brand-B-l ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-1 ”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
l ”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-2 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-2”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
l ”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-3 - >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23InvRUTime%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Brand-B-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-1
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-2
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-2%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-3
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<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-3”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
2”/ >

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-4 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-4”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
3”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-5 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-5”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
4”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#City-M0sc0w ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-Moscow”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-USSR”/>

< /owl: N amedlndi vidual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#City-Ottawa ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-Ottawa”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-Ca”/>

</owl: N amedlndi vi dual >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-3%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-4
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-4%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-5
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-5%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23City-M0sc0w
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-Moscow%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-USSR%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23City-Ottawa
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-Ottawa%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-Ca%e2%80%9d/
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< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Class-BPM - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-BPM”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Class-Steth0sc0pe ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class- 
Stethoscope”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Class-Therm ->

<owl:NamedIndividualrdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-Therm”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#C0untry-Ca ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-Ca”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/>

</owl: Namedlndi vidual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#C0untry-USSR ->

<owl:NamedIndividualrdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-USSR”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Date-5/Sep/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Date- 
5/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

</owl:Named!ndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Date-6/Sep/2011 - >

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Class-BPM
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-BPM%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Class-Steth0sc0pe
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Class-Therm
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-Therm%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23C0untry-Ca
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-Ca%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23C0untry-USSR
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-USSR%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Date-5/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Date-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Date-6/Sep/2011
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<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Date- 
6/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Date-7/Sep/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Date- 
7/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Date-8/Sep/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Date- 

8/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-12/April/2011 ->  

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 

12/April/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-April/2011 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-12/Aug/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
12/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2010”/> 

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-12/May/2011 - >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Date-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Date-7/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Date-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Date-8/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Date-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/April/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-April/2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/May/2011
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<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
12/May/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-May/201 l”/>  

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-12/Sep/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
12/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Sep/20H”/> 

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-16/May/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
16/May/2009”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-May/2009”/> 

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-18/April/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
18/April/2009” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-April/2009”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-21/Aug/2010 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
21/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2010”/ >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-May/201
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Sep/20H%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-16/May/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-May/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-18/April/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-April/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-21/Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
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</owl: N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-24/Aug/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
24/Aug/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/20ir’/> 

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-5/Sep/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
5/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Sep/20H”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-6/Sep/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
6/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Sep/2011 ”/> 

< /owl: Namedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-7/Aug/2010 - >

< owl:Namedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
7/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2010”/> 

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-7/Sep/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
7/Sep/2011”>

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-24/Aug/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/20ir%e2%80%99/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-5/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Sep/20H%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-6/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-7/Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-7/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
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<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Sep/2011”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-8/Aug/2000 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
8/Aug/2000”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2000”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Day-8/Sep/2011 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
8/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-Sep/2011”/> 

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spital-H-l ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-l”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitarV>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-Ottawa’7>

<HospitalFounded rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day- 
8/Aug/2000”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-2 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-2”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HospitarV>

cRULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-Moscow”/>

<HospitalFounded rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-
7/Aug/2010”/>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Sep/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-8/Aug/2000
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2000%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Day-8/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-Sep/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spital-H-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-H-l%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitarV
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-Ottawa%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-H-2
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-H-2%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HospitarV
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-Moscow%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-
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</owl: N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-00:45/21/Aug/2010 - >

< owl: Namedlndividual rdf: about=”http://www. semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
00:45/21/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-7/Aug/2010”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Night/Week28/2010’7>

</owl :N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-10:18/18/April/2009 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
10:18/18/April/2009” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-18/April/2009”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week14/2009”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur-l 1:10/5/Sep/2011 ->

-CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
11:10/5/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur-l 1:45/5/Sep/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
1 l:45/5/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-5/Sep/2011’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift-

Moming/Week33/2011”/>

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-00:45/21/Aug/2010
http://www
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-7/Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-10:18/18/April/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-18/April/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-5/Sep/2011%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
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</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur-l 1:45/8/Sep/2011 - >

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
11:45/8/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

cRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-8/Sep/2011”/>

< RUTime rdf :resource=”http ://w w w. semantic web. org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week/33/2011”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur-l l:50/6/Sep/2011 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
11:50/6/Sep/2011”>

Crdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-6/Sep/2011”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week33/2011”/>

c/owl: Namedlndividual >

C !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-12:10/5/Sep/2011 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
12:10/5/Sep/2011”>

Crdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/ >

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-5/Sep/2011 ”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week33/2011 ”/>

c/owl:NamedIndividual>

C !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-12:15/6/Sep/2011 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
12:15/6/Sep/2011” >

Crdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/ >

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-8/Sep/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-6/Sep/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-12:10/5/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-5/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-12:15/6/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
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<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-6/Sep/2011 ”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week33/2011”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-12:15/7/Sep/2011 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
12:15/7/Sep/2011 ” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour’7>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-7/Sep/2011 ”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week33/2011’7>

C/owl:NamedIndividual>

C l- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-14:25/16/May/2009 ->

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
14:25/16/May/2009”>

Crdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-16/May/2009”/>

cRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week18/2009”/>

C/owl:NamedIndividual>

C l-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-15:17/18/April/2009 - >

CowhNamedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
15:17/18/April/2009” >

Crdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-18/April/2009”/>

CRUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week 14/2009”/>

C/owl :NamedIndi vidual >

C !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-21:30/21/Aug/2010 - >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-6/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-12:15/7/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-7/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-14:25/16/May/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-16/May/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-15:17/18/April/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-18/April/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-21:30/21/Aug/2010
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<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
21:30/21 /Aug/2010” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-7/Aug/2010”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Night/Week28/2010”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-2:30/12/Aug/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
2:30/12/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource-”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTimerdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-12/Aug/2010”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Night/week30/2010”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-6:30/12/Aug/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
6:30/12/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-12/Aug/2010”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
moming/week30/2010”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-8:30/08/Aug/2000 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
8:30/08/Aug/2000”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-8/Aug/2000”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift-

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-7/Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-2:30/12/Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-6:30/12/Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-8:30/08/Aug/2000
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-8/Aug/2000%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
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MomingAVeek28/2000”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-8:30/12/April/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
8:30/12/April/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-12/April/2011 ”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week 14/2011”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-8:30/12/May/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
8:30/12/May/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-12/May /2011 ”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week 18/2011”/>

</owl :NamedIndi vidual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-8:30/12/Sep/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
8:30/12/Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-12/Sep/2011 ”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week33/2011”/>

< /owl: N amedlndi vidual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-8:30/24/Aug/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
8:30/24/Aug/2011”>

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-8:30/12/April/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/April/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-8:30/12/May/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/May
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-8:30/12/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-12/Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-8:30/24/Aug/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
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<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb,org/thesis.owl#Hour’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-24/Aug/20H’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www. semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week30/2011”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-9:30/16/May/2009 - >

< owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
9:30/16/May/2009”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-16/May/2009”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week18/2009”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Hour-9:30/21/Aug/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
9:30/21/Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-21/Aug/2010”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week28/2010”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Manufacturer-M-l ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
1” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#M 1 Con”/>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M-2 - >

<owl:Named!ndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M-

http://www.semanticweb,org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-24/Aug/20H%e2%80%997
http://www
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-9:30/16/May/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-16/May/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Hour-9:30/21/Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-21/Aug/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Manufacturer-M-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23M
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-2
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
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2”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www,semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M-3 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M-
3”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/>

</owl :N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M-4 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-M- 
4”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-01-23 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-01-23”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder7>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-1 ”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-OraPY> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-04-23 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-04-23”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-1 ”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Orar’/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0del-B 1-2 ->

<owl:Named!ndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-B 1 -2”>

http://www,semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-3
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-4
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-M-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-01-23
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-01-23%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-1
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-OraPY
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-04-23
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-04-23%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-1
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Orar%e2%80%99/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0del-B
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-B
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<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/ >

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-3”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Arm”/>

</owl: N amedlndi vidual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-Bl-7 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-Bl-7”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder’/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-3”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Arm”/>

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-B2-4 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-B2-4”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model’7>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-4”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Finger’7> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-B3-5 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-B3-5”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder7>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-4’7> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Finger’7> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-S-37 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-S-37”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model’7>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-5”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Electronic’7>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-3%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Arm%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-Bl-7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-Bl-7%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder%e2%80%99/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-3%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Arm%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-B2-4
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-B2-4%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-4%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Finger%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-B3-5
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-B3-5%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-4%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Finger%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-S-37
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-S-37%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-5%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Electronic%e2%80%997
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</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-S-48 - >

< owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-S-48”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModeP7>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-5”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Electronic”/> 

</owl :NamedIndi vidual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-T-33 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-T-33”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Moder7>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-2”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Tymp”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model-T-42 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-T-42”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-B-2”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Tymp’7> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-April/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
April/2009”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2009”/>

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-April/2011 ->

<owl:Named!ndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-S-48
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-S-48%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModeP7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-5%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Electronic%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-T-33
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-T-33%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Moder7
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-2%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Tymp%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model-T-42
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-T-42%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-B-2%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Tymp%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-April/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-April/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
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April/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011”/> 

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2000 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
Aug/2000”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2000”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
Aug/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2010”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-Aug/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
Aug/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-20H’7> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-May/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
May/2009”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2009”/> 

</owl :N amedlndividual >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2000
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2000%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-Aug/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-20H%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-May/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2009%e2%80%9d/
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< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-May/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
May/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 ”/>

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Month-Sep/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month- 
Sep/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 ”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Agatha ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Agatha”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-4”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Anna ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Anna”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-5’7> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Cathy ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Cathy”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse’7>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-1 ”/> 

</owl:Named!ndividual>

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-May/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Month-Sep/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Agatha
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Agatha%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-4%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Anna
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Anna%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-5%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Cathy
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Cathy%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-1
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< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Jane - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Jane”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-2”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Juan ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Juan”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-3”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Lauren ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Lauren”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-4”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-L0ri ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Lori”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RLTLocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-3”/>

</owl :N amedlndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Mary ->

< owl: Namedlndividual rdf: about=”http ://www. semanticweb.org/thesis ,owl#Nurse-Mary” > 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-4”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Sarah ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Sarah”>

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Jane
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Jane%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-2%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Juan
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Juan%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-3%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Lauren
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Lauren%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-4%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-L0ri
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Lori%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-3%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Mary
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-4%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Sarah
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Sarah%e2%80%9d


<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse’7> 

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-5”/> 

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse-Suzan ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-Suzan” 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse”/> 

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-1 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/L0u

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semandcweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/Lou

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

<PWHour rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
11:10/5/Sep/2011”/>

<PWPatient rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Lou 

<PWValue rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-37.9”/> 

<PWWard rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-2”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/T0m

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/Tom

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

<PWHour rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
11:45/8/Sep/2011”/>

<PWPatient rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Tom 

<PWValue rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-110/70”/> 

<PWWard rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-3”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/T0m

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-5%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse-Suzan
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-Suzan%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-1
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/L0u
http://www.semandcweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/Lou
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Lou
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-37.9%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-2%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/T0m
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-110/70%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-3%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/T0m
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<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/Tom

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

<PWHour rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
12:15/7/Sep/2011 ”/>

< PWPatient rdf: resource=”http ://www. semantic web. org/thesi s.owl#Patient-Tom 

<PWValue rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.0”/> 

<PWWard rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-1 ”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/T0m

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/Tom 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

< PWHour rdf :resource=”http ://w w w. semanticweb.org/thesis ,owl#Hour- 
1 l:50/6/Sep/2011”/>

<PWPatient rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Tom 

<PWValue rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.T’/> 

<PWWard rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-1 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/T0m

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/Tom

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/>

<PWHour rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
12:10/5/Sep/2011 ”/>

<PWPatient rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Tom 

<PWValue rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.2”/> 

<PWWard rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-1 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/T0m

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/Tom

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-38.0%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-1
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/T0m
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-38.T%e2%80%99/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-1
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/T0m
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-38.2%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-1
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/T0m
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/Tom
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<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW”/ >

<PWHour rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour- 
ll:45/5/Sep/2011’7>

<PWPatient rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Tom 

< PWValue rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.5 ”/>  

<PWWard rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-1 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Patient-L0u

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Lou 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Patient-T0m

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-Tom 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient”/>

</owl :N amedlndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Aftemoon/Weekl4/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week14/2009” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl4/2009’7>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Shift-Aftem00n/Weekl 8/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week18/2009”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl8/2009”/ >

</owl :NamedIndividual >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Tom
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Lou
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Patient-T0m
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-Tom
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Aftemoon/Weekl4/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl8/2009%e2%80%9d/
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< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-AftemoonAVeek33/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Aftemoon/Week33/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week/33/2011”/>

</owl: Namedlndi vidual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Week/33/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week/33/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week/33/20H’7>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Weekl4/2009 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week14/2009” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl4/2009”/>

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Weekl4/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week 14/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl4/2011 ”/>

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Weekl8/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Weekl 8/2009” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/ >

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-AftemoonAVeek33/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week/33/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Week/33/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week/33/20H%e2%80%997
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Weekl4/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl4/2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Weekl4/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl4/2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Weekl8/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
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<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl8/2009”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-MomingAVeekl8/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
MomingAVeek 18/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl8/2011”/ >

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Week28/2000 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week28/2000” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week28/2000”/>

</owl :N amedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Week28/2010 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week28/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week28/2010”/>

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Week30/2011 ->

< owl: Namedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Moming/Week30/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week30/2011 ”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Moming/Week33/2011 ->  

<owl:Named!ndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift-

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl8/2009%e2%80%9d/
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl8/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Week28/2000
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week28/2000%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Week28/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week28/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Week30/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week30/2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Moming/Week33/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
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MomingAVeek33/2011”>

< rdf: type rdf: resource=”http://www. semanticweb.org/thesis .owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week/33/2011”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week33/2011 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Night/Week28/2010 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Night/Week28/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-Week28/2010”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-Night/week30/2010 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
Night/week30/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-week30/2010”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Shift-moming/week30/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift- 
moming/week30/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift’7>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-week30/2010”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Type-A1m ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Arm”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/>

<RUInstmment rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-BPM”/> 

</owl:Named!ndividual>

http://www
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week/33/2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week33/2011
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week28/2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Shift-Night/week30/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-week30/2010%e2%80%9d/
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-BPM%e2%80%9d/
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< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Type-Electronic - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type- 
Electronic”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/>

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class- 
Stethoscope”/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Type-Finger ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Finger”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-BPM”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#Type-Oral ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Oral”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-Therm”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Type-Tymp ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-Tymp”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type”/> 

<RUInstrument rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-Therm”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Unit-Critical ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Critical”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-2”/> 

</owl:Named!ndividual>

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Type-Electronic
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-BPM%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23Type-Oral
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Oral%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-Therm%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Type-Tymp
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-Tymp%e2%80%9d
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< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Unit-Intensive - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Intensive”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit’7> 

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-l”/> 

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Unit-Standard ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Standard”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardCon”/> 

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-r’/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Unit-Terminal ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Terminal”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Care-Unit”/> 

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-H-1 ”/> 

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Value-l 10/70 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-l 10/70”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value’7> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Value-37.9 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-37.9”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/>

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Value-38.0 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.0”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/ >
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</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Value-38.l - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.1”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Value-38.2 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.2”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/>

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Value-38.5 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-38.5”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value”/>

</owl :N amedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Ward-W-l ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-l”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Standard”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Ward-W-2 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-2”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Standard”/> 

</owl :NamedIndi vidual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-3 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-3”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/>
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http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-38.5%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Ward-W-l
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-l%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-Standard%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Ward-W-2
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-2%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-Standard%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-3
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-3%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
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<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Intensive”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-4 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-4”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Terminal”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-5 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-W-5”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward”/>

<RULocation rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-Criticar’/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Week/33/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Week/33/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-20ir7>

</owl: Namedlndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl4/2009 ->

< owl:Namedlndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Weekl4/2009” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2009”/>

</owl: N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl4/2011 - >

<  owl: Namedlndividual rdf: about=”http://www. semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-
Weekl4/2011”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-Intensive%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-4
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-4%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-Terminal%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-5
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-W-5%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-Criticar%e2%80%99/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week/33/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-20ir7
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl4/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl4/2011
http://www
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<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011”/> 

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl8/2009 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Weekl8/2009”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2009”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Weekl8/2011 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Weekl8/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

<RUTime rdf :resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 ”/> 

</owl:N amedlndividual >

< !-  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Week28/2000 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Week28/2000”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2000”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< !- http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Week28/2010 ->

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Week28/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/> 

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2010”/> 

</owl :NamedIndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Week30/2011 - >

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl8/2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2009%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Weekl8/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week28/2000
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2000%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week28/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week30/2011
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<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-
Week30/2011” >

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 ”/>  

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-Week33/2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
Week33/2011”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 ”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Week-week30/2010 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week- 
week30/2010”>

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week”/>

<RUTime rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2010”/>

<  /owl: N amedlndividual >

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Year-2000 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2000”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Year-2009 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2009”> 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Year-2010 - >

<owl:Named!ndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2010”>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-Week33/2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Week-week30/2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2010%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Year-2000
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2000%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Year-2009
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2009%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Year-2010
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2010%e2%80%9d


<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/> 

</owl:NamedIndividual>

< ! -  http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 - >

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-2011 ” 

<rdf:type rdf:resource=”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year”/>

</owl: N amedlndividual>

</rdf:RDF>

< !- Generated by the OWL API (version 3.3.1957) http://owlapi.sourceforge.net ->

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-2011
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year%e2%80%9d/
http://owlapi.sourceforge.net


Appendix B

Mappings from the Data Source to the Ontology

[PrefixDeclaration] : http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl# 

[ClassDeclaration] collection [[ 

< http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#MlRelate>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardCity>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#DayYear>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseH0spital>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urM0nth>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#ShiftYear>,

< http://www. semantic web.org/thesis ,owl#Hospital >,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0lidays>,

<http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#CityCountry>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#BrandType>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#All-Instrument>,

<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0delBrand>,

<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Cl0sedM0nth>,

<http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#City>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ManufacturerClass>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseCity>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#BrandManufacturer> ,
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http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23MlRelate
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardCity
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23DayYear
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseH0spital
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23ShiftYear
http://www
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0lidays
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23CityCountry
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23BrandType
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23All-Instrument
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0delBrand
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Cl0sedM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23City
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ManufacturerClass
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseCity
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23BrandManufacturer
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chttp:

Chttp:

<http:

<http:

<http:

<http:

<http:

<http:

<http:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

Chttp:

www. semanticweb. org/thesis .owl#Month > ,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All-Time>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value>

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardCon>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WardUnit>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#UnitCountry>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#UnitCity>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Modeliype>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModalClass>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Guide>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ModelManufacturer>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#WeekMonth>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourWeek>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#M ICon >,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#HourYear>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#All-Location>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#USSRCon>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#NurseUnit>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#StandardRelate>,

www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day >,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#ManufacturerType>,

www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#MonthYear>,

www. semantic web.org/thesis .owl#Country > ,

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-Time
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardCon
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WardUnit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23UnitCountry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23UnitCity
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Modeliype
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModalClass
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Guide
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ModelManufacturer
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23WeekMonth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourWeek
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23M
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23HourYear
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23All-Location
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23USSRCon
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23NurseUnit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23StandardRelate
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl%23Thing
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23ManufacturerType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23MonthYear
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< http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class> ,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftWeek>,

< http ://w w w. semantic web.org/thesis.owl#N urse Ward >, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#lnter> 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WeekDay>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitH0spital>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WeekYear>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardH0spital>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftM0nth>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Care-Unit>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#DatesBef0re 1991 >, 

< http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Before-1991 >, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Shift>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#USSRRelate> 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#BrandClass>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#WardC0untry>, 

< http://www.w3.Org/2002/07/owl#Nothing>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#ShiftDay>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Patient>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#NurseC0untry>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalC0untry>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur>,

< http://w w w. semantic web.org/thesis. owl#TypeClass >, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalCity>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#DayM0nth>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urDay>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Type>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Ward>, 

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0urShift>,

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftWeek
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23lnter
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WeekDay
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitH0spital
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WeekYear
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardH0spital
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Care-Unit
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23DatesBef0re%201991
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Before-1991
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Shift
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23USSRRelate
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23BrandClass
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23WardC0untry
http://www.w3.Org/2002/07/owl%23Nothing
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23ShiftDay
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Patient
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23NurseC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalC0untry
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur
http://w
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalCity
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23DayM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urDay
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Type
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Ward
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0urShift
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< http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Model> ,

< http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Intra> ,

< http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl#Nurse>

]]
[ObjectPropertyDeclaration] collection [[

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvRUInstrument>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvH0spitalF0unded>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvUnitIns>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWPatient>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWValue>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvRUL0cati0n>

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#HospitalFounded>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUInstrument>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitIns>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#InvRUTime>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWWard>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#RenovationTimes>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWH0ur>,

]]

[DataPropertyDeclaration] collection [[

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalType>,

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalSystem>,

]]

[SourceDeclaration] sourceUri DataSource 

connectionUrl jdbc:postgresql://localhost:5432/example.thesis 

username postgres 

password 1334

http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Model
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Intra
http://www.semanticweb.Org/thesis.owl%23Nurse
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvRUInstrument
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvH0spitalF0unded
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvUnitIns
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWPatient
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWValue
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvRUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23HospitalFounded
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUInstrument
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitIns
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23InvRUTime
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWWard
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23RenovationTimes
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWH0ur
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalType
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalSystem
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driverClass org.postgresql.Driver

[MappingDeclaration] collection [[

mappingld M:L1

target

source

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-$nurse”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Nurse> .

select nurse from location

mappingld M:L2

target

source

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-$ward”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Ward> .

select ward from location

mappingld M:L3

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-$unit”> a
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#Care-Unit> .

source select unit from location

mappingld M:L4

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Nurse-$nurse”>
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-$ward”> .

source select nurse, ward from location

mappingld M:L5 

target

source

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-$ward”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-$unit”> .

select ward, unit from location

mappingld M:L6 

target

source

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-$hospital”>  a
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spital>  .

select hospital from location

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-$nurse%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Nurse
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-$ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Ward
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-$unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23Care-Unit
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Nurse-$nurse%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-$ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-$ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-$unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-$hospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spital
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mappingld M:L7

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-$city”>  a
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#City>  .

source select city from location

mappingld M:L8

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-$country”> a
<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#C0untry> .

source select country from location

mappingld M:L9

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-$unit”>
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-$hospital”> .

source select unit, hospital from location

mappingld M:L10

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-$hospital”>
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-$city”> .

source select hospital, city from location

mappingld M:L11

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#City-$city”>
<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUL0cati0n> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-$country”> .

source select city, country from location

mappingld M:T1

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour-$hour”> a
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur> .

source select hour from time

mappingld M:T2

target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-$day”> a

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-$city%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23City
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-$country%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23C0untry
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-$unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-$hospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-$hospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-$city%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23City-$city%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUL0cati0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-$country%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-$hour%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-$day%e2%80%9d
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source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Day> . 

select day from time

M:T3

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-$month”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0nth> .

select month from time 

M:T4

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-$year”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Year> .

select year from time 

M:T5

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift-$shift”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Shift> .

select shift from time 

M:T6

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-$week”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#Week> .

select week from time 

M:T7

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour-$hour”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-$day”> .

select hour, day from time 

M:T8

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour-$hour”>
< http://www. semantic web. org/thesis .owl#RUTime> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift-$shift”> .

select hour, shift from time

http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Day
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-$month%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-$year%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Year
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-$shift%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Shift
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-$week%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23Week
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-$hour%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-$day%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-$hour%e2%80%9d
http://www
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-$shift%e2%80%9d
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mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

M:T9

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-$day”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-$month”> .

select day, month from time 

M:T10

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-$month”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-$year”> .

select month, year from time 

M:T11

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Shift-$shift”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-$week”> .

select shift, week from time 

M:T12

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Week-$week”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUTime> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Year-$year”> .

select week, year from time 

M:I1

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-$model”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#M0del> .

select model from instrument 

M:I2

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-$brand”>  a
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Brand> .

source select brand from instrument 

mappingld M:I3

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-$day%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-$month%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-$month%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-$year%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Shift-$shift%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-$week%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Week-$week%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUTime
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Year-$year%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-$model%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23M0del
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-$brand%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Brand
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target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-$manufacturer”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Manufacturer> .

select manufacturer from instrument 

M:I4

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-$instype”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Type> .

select instype from instrument 

M:I5

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-$insclass”> a 
<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Class> .

select insclass from instrument 

M:I6

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-$model”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUInstrument> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-$instype”> .

select model, instype from instrument

M:I7 target < ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Model-$model”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUInstrument> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-$brand”> .

select model, brand from instrument 

M:I8

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Brand-$brand”> 
<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUInstrument> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-$manufacturer”> .

select brand, manufacturer from instrument 

M:I9

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Type-$instype”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#RUInstrument> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Class-$insclass”> .

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-$manufacturer%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Manufacturer
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-$instype%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Type
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-$insclass%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Class
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-$model%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUInstrument
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-$instype%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Model-$model%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUInstrument
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-$brand%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Brand-$brand%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUInstrument
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-$manufacturer%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Type-$instype%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23RUInstrument
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Class-$insclass%e2%80%9d
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source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

select instype, insclass from instrument 

M:G1

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-$manufacturer”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#MlCon> .

select manufacturer from instrument where manufacturer = ’M -l’

M:G2

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-$unit”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#StandardC0n> .

select unit from location where unit = ’Standard’

M:G3

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Unit-$unit”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#UnitIns> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Manufacturer-$ins”> .

select unit, ins from unitins 

M:PW1

< ’’http //www. semanticweb.org/thesis .owl#PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ ward/” > 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWPatient> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-$patient”> .

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW2

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWValue> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-$value”> .

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW3

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWH0ur> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour-$hour”> .

source select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-$manufacturer%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23MlCon
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-$unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23StandardC0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Unit-$unit%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23UnitIns
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Manufacturer-$ins%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWPatient
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-$patient%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ward/%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWValue
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-$value%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ward/%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWH0ur
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-$hour%e2%80%9d
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mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

M:PW4

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
a < http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW> .

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW5

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour-$hour”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0ur> .

select hour from patientvalueward 

M:PW6

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-$ward”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Ward> .

select ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW7

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-$patient”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Patient> .

select patient from patientvalueward 

M:PW8

< ’’http://www.semanticweh.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/ $patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
< http ://w ww. semantic web.org/thesis .owl#PWWard > 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Ward-$ward”> .

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW9

< ’’http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/ $patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWH0ur> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hour-$hour”> .

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW10

< ’’http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl#PW/ $patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWPatien>

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23PW/$patient/$value/$hour/$ward/%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-$hour%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0ur
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-$ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Ward
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-$patient%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Patient
http://www.semanticweh.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Ward-$ward%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWH0ur
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hour-$hour%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.owl%23PW/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWPatien
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source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

source

mappingld

target

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Patient-$patient”> . 

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward

M:PW11

< ’’http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PW/ $patient/$value/$hour/$ward/”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#PWValue> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-$value”> .

select patient, value, hour, ward from patientvalueward 

M:PW12

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Value-$value”> a 
<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Value>  .

select value from patientvalueward 

M: Holidays

< ”http://www. semanticweb.org/thesis ,owl#Day-$day” > a 
<http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0lidays> .

select day from workingdayscalendar 

M:ClosedMonth

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Month-$month”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#Cl0sedM0nth> .

select month from renovationtimes 

M:USSR

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Country-$Country”> a 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#USSRC0n> .

select country from location where country = ’USSR’

M:HospitalFounded

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-$hospital”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalF0unded> 
< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Day-$day”> .

source select hospital, day from hospitalfounded

http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Patient-$patient%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PW/
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23PWValue
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-$value%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Value-$value%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Value
http://www
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0lidays
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Month-$month%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23Cl0sedM0nth
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Country-$Country%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23USSRC0n
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-$hospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalF0unded
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Day-$day%e2%80%9d
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]]

M:HospitalType

< ”http://ww w. semantic web.org/thesis. owl#Hospital-$hospital” > 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalType> $type .

select hospital, type from hospitaldescription 

M:HospitalSystem

< ”http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl#Hospital-$hospital”> 
< http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl#H0spitalSystem> $system.

select hospital, system from hospitaldescription

http://ww
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalType
http://www.semanticweb.org/thesis.owl%23Hospital-$hospital%e2%80%9d
http://www.semanticweb.0rg/thesis.0wl%23H0spitalSystem

